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of electricity scheduled for November 10
in the Southeast.

Farm machine program extended
The Priorities Division extended ex
Development of a program for alloca

tion of all critical materials throughout
American Industry was ordered last week
by the Supply Priorities and Allocations
Board and the Office of Pi'oduction Man
agement.

needed for that purpose. It had been
stated previously that shell cases were ex

pected to consume a third of the copper
supply for 1942 and that if the situation

could be eased by substitution OPM hoped
some copper products might be dropped
from the forbidden list.

Furniture steel curtailed
Action to guide available steel into es

sential uses continued with a priority
order curtailing by 40 percent the amount
of the metal which may be used in a wide
variety of office furnishings. Pending a
study of the effects this order will have,
Price Administrator Henderson asked
manufacturers not to exceed November
6 prices.

SPAB voted final disapproval of pri

At the same time the restriction on
copper sheet, strip and screen in building
was relaxed until January 1 to permit the
use of certain stocks already fabricated.
Further essential services were added to
those excepted from the regulations.

by other facilities including less expen

asked by OPM to operate mining prop

sive pipe lines.

erties at maximum capacity, 24 hours a
day, 6 or 7 days a week. OPA denied
reports that the ceiling on lead would
soon be raised, pointing out that the out
put couM be increased by other means

Meanwhile, leaders of the steel indus

try were to gather from all parts of the
country November 11 for a day-long con
ference with defense officials.

Year-around household saving
The Bureau of Industrial Conservation
called on manufacturers in every field to
consider how they might save vital ma
terials by reducing the number of
varieties of their products, and to use the
services of the Bureau's experienced con
sultants to that end. Bureau Chief
Rosenwald revealed in a press conference

that plans were being developed for a

To supplement short supplies of anti
freeze and industrial solvents, OPA gave
one company permission to manufac

ture 3,950,791 gallons of alcohol from
raw sugar for sale at prices above the

and carpets: asked manufacturers of

figures.

and make it easier to hold down prices.

trol.

ceiling.

Defense petroleum pipe line, suggesting
that the needs of the East might be met

uses was the request of OPA and the Divi

passenger car maximums were formal

ized by Director Nelson. Cotton llnters
were put under additional priority con

The first step in OPA's campaign to
stabilize prices of all copper products was
taken in a letter asking manufacturers
of electric wire not to exceed October 15

sion of Civilian Supply, that manufactur
ers eliminate steel cover lids from do
mestic cooking ranges. This step was
also expected to reduce production costs

medium trucks and truck trailers until
January 31 and on farm machinery and
equipment to November 30. January

Copper stabilization begun

ority ratings for the proposed National

A further step to save steel for essential

isting regulations on heavy motor trucks,

Producers and miners of lead were

OPA stabilized prices of domestic rugs
domestic stoves, and radios, not to raise
their prices pending study; considered a
wholesalers' ceiling on several grades of
coarse paper; prepared to

amend the

carded cotton yarn and carded cotton
goods schedules with respect to old con
tracts; and moved the effective date of

the paperboard ceiling from October 1
to November 1.

and that the recent increase in zinc prices

3,000,000 womenvolunteers asked

was permitted partly to get more of both

The National Defense Mediation Board
continued its consideration of the "cap
tive" coal mine dispute, and in one other

lead and zinc from the Rockies, where
the ores are mined together. OPA pub
lished maximum prices for zinc alloys,
adjusted to this rise in slab zinc prices.
Modification of railroad regulations to
save 250,000 to 300,000 tons of paperboard a year in shipping containers was
announced by OPM's Purchases Divi
sion.

Cobalt under allocation
Shortage of cobalt, a cutting-steel com
ponent which comes largely from Africa,
forced the placing of this material under
direct allocation.

case announced an agreement.

The Office of Defense Health and Wel
fare Services created a Procurement and
Assignment Service to coordinate the use
of the Nation's medical, dental, and vet
erinary personnel.

As Civilian Defense Week swxmg into
action, OCD Director LaGuardia called
for 3,000,000 women volunteers.
*

*
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The Priorities Divi

campaign in which householders would be
asked to save various waste materials the
year around for collection through regu

sion also forbade the use of cellophane
and similar products for gift wrappings

TEXTS OF ORDERS

and other civilian purposes to save a
variety of vital chemicals. Users were

lar channels of trade.

given 60 days, under certain conditions,

Texts of all official notices of OEM
agencies, as printed in the Federal Reg
ister, are carried In the weekly Supple

Also discussed in the conservation press
conference were experiments on shell

to exhaust stocks on hand.

ment of Defense.

cases which, if successful, might eliminate
70 percent of the copper otherwise

it possible to postpone, at least for a week,

Rains and the pooling of power made
the 30 percent curtailment in the use

OFFICIAL BirtiLETIN of the Office for Emergency
Management. Published weekly by the Division of
Information, Office for Emergency Management, asd
printed at the United States Qovermuent Printing
Office, Washington, D, O.

The Supplement will

be mailed to any paid subscriber of
Defense on request to the Distribution
Section, Division of Information, OEM.

Subscription rates by mall: 76e for 52 issues; 25t
for 13 isBues; single copies 5«. payable In advance.
Bemit money order payable directly to the Superin
tendent of Documents, Government Printing Office.
Washington, D. C.
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SPAB, 0PM order preparation to allocate
all critical materials throughout industry
preparation for the allocation of all

Each program is built up by the branch

critical materials throughout American

or by its section, through consultation

Industry was called for November 7 in
parallel actions by the Supply Priorities

with the Industry Advisory Committee
Involved and also through discussion

and Allocations Board and the Office of

with either or both of the Armed Serv

Production Management.

ices, depending on the nature of the
product and the materials used in its

Seek to assure essential supplies
In setting Its sights for this all-out
allocation program, SPAB laid down the
principle that where feasible the alloca
tion programs should be developed in
such a way that minimum quantities of

manufacture.

When this has been done, the ofBcers
of the industrial branch who have the

program In charge discuss the entire
matter

with

the

industrial

the needed materials would be assured to
essential industries whose operations are
curtailed.

is reached between the branches as to the

thorized its executive director to request

0PM to obtain detailed production pro
grams, industry by industry, for 1942.
It stipulated that these programs
should contain ample information to In
dicate the month-by-month requirements
of critical materials needed for the pro
duction of military, industrial, and civil
ian items, and essential public services.
It also directed that these programs
should show similar requirements for re
pair parts and capital expenditures.
2. OPM issued an administrative order

setting up the machinery by which the
whole program of requirements is to be
developed, outlined the manner In which
the various Industrial branches and
other units of OPM are to work together
toward this end, and instituted a new

system of handling preference ratings in
harmony with this program.
Will take time

takes to make it effective and, where

possible, to make sure that the needed
quantities of goods will in fact be avail

able, through the issuance of the required
priorities ratings or through allocation of
materials.

In order that current operations may
dovetail properly into the whole broad

project, OPM's administrative order de
vised a new routing system for the hand
ling of PD-1 preference rating applica
tions, effective Deceniber 1.

branches

which have jurisdiction over the ma
terials or the products out of which the
article in question is made. Agreement

1. SPAB announced that it had au

ing such other action as seems advis
able—the program Is referred to the
OPM Priorities Division, which under

amount of material which can be allo
cated, etc.

★

★

★

National Defense Pipe Line
priorities are denied
The Supply Priorities and Allocations
Board ruled November 6 that priority

Example cited

ratings will not be issued for construction

Or, as an example; a program for the

manufacturers of plumbing equipment
would be Initiated in the plumbing and

heating branch of the Division of Civil
ian Supply. It would be worked up in
consultation with the Industry, and
cross-checked to see how the military re
quirements situation might affect it.
Then, when it had been put in shape, It
would be referred to the various raw ma

terials
groups—the iron and steel
branch, the copper branch, etc.—for a
final checking.

Tlius, in effect, each program would
originate with the group which is respon
sible for the end product, with the rav;
materials groups coming into the picture

In an advisory and consultative capacity.
Since all programs must of necessity be

of the proposed National Defense Pipe
Line.

On September 16 the Board ruled
against priorities for the steel plate out
of which it was originally proposed to

build the line. It left open, however, the
question of permitting construction of
the line if extruded pipe were used; and
accordingly, a

revised application was

submitted by the Petroleum Coordinator
calling for the use of seamless steel tub
ing in place of pipe made from plates.

Ruled not essential
In its action November 6, which con
stitutes a final disapproval of the pipe
line project, SPAB held that the value
of the pipe line as a defense project was
not great enough to justify the high pri

decreased or increased as armament pro

ority ratings that would be necessary.

It will, of course, take a good deal of

duction rises, each one will be framed

time to get the entire program into effect.

60 that it can be modified upward or
downward in case of need. When a pro

Since defense needs are so great, SPAB
ruled, large quantities of critical mate
rials must not be devoted to any project,

gram has been drawn up, it will be re
viewed carefully In order to cut down the

even if the project is wholly desiiable in
Itself, that is not essential either to the

use of critical materials to the greatest

defense program or to the public health

possible extent through simplification of

and safety.

As it gradually emerges, however, the
program will give greater certainty to
American business and industry; and it
will also mean that defense officials will
have a clear, over-all picture of the Na
tion's total requirements for raw mate
rials, SPAB having previously authorized
Its executive director to get detailed re
quirements statements for the Armed
Services, the merchant ship program, and
Lend-Lease.

In substance, the development of an
allocation program will proceed roughly
as follows:

An industrial branch in OPM takes

the first step, calling on its several sec
tions to develop requirements programs
for each Industry which manufactures

the products for which the branch is
responsible.

The OPM

SPAB recognized the vital importance

Bureau of Industrial Conservation will

of assuring the eastern seaboard region

lines, substitution, and so on.

work with and through the industrial

an adequate supply of oil, but suggested

branches to accomplish this.

that other means might be used.

Synchronized with other programs
When the progi-am drawn up along
these lines has been agreed upon by the
branches involved, it will be presented to
the executive director of SPAB, in order

that it may be properly synchronized
with other programs.
It is then presented to SPAB.

After SPAB has passed on a progi'am—

either approving it, modifying it, or tak

A preliminary vote was taken on the
pipe line application at SPAB's meet
ing on October 29. Final action was de

ferred, however, at the request of Leon
Henderson, who asked for time in order
that his own staff might complete studies
of various phases of the project. "Hiese
studies completed, Mr. Henderson con
curred in the preliminary action, and the
rejection of the application was made
final.

★

★
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Steel for office furnishings curtailed
to save at rate of 100^000 tons a year

exceed the tonnage celling on any one

DEFENSE

PRIORITIES . . .

A limitation order sharply curtailing

the amount of steel that may be used in
the manufacture of a wide variety of
metal ofBce furniture and equipment was
issued November 7 by Priorities Director
Nelson.

The monthly over-all cut during the
period from September 1 to December 31,
1941, is approximately 40 percent below
the monthly average of steel used in the
12 months ended June 30. 1941. Be
tween 70 and 75 manufacturers are

product, provided that the over-all is not
exceeded.

May exceed limits for rated orders

eludes essential products in the manu

Upon obtaining permission of the Di

facture of which wood is not a possible

rector of Priorities, manufacturers may

substitute: the second Is intended to in
clude products which fill certain essen

fense orders or other orders bearing pref

tial needs but also some nonessentlal
needs, and for which wooden substitutes
are not now available: the third Is in

erence ratings which require more steel
than allowed under the curtailment.
Monthly inventory reports must be

tended to cover products In the manu

submitted to the electrical appliances and

facture of which wood is a ready and
available substitute, and items which can
be dispensed with during the emergency.
These groups are:

I. Insulated metal filing cabinets, safes,

affected.

Use of steel by, the industry will be
measured by the tonnage contained In
the final products. This will prevent use
of large amounts of cut steel now in
Inventory.
If the program, drafted by the Divi
sion of Civilian Supply, were continued
without revision for a year, it would re
lease at least 100,000 tons of steel for

and metal visible record equipment.
n. Metal filing cabinets other than in
sulated filing cabinets, and metal lockers.
ni. Metal office storage cabinets, metal
desks, office chairs containing metal,
metal office tables, including typewriter
and office machine stands, metal bank
vault equipment, metal shelving, metal
office counters other than filing cabinets;

vital national defense uses.

movable metal partitions: doors, etc., for

Less labor dislocatioDin this case

movable metal partitions, and other metal
office equipment, Including wastepaper
baskets, metal trays, and wire baskets.

The industry is now consuming ap
proximately 300.000 tons of steel a year.
The amounts of labor and other re
sources used per ton of steel are very
small, and it is felt that withdrawing a

ton of steel from this industry will cause
relatively less dislocation and displace
ment of labor than withdrawing a ton
The Labor and Contract Distribution

Divisions of OPM are conducting studies
looking toward formulation of a program
alleviate

labor

Manufacturers are classified into three
groups, as follows:
Class A. All manufacturers who used

12.000 or more tons of steel in the manu

facture of metal office furniture and
equipment during the 12 months ended

from other uses.

to

Manufacturers classified bj qaantity

dislocation.

Wood

could be substituted for .steel in many
Items made by the industry.
Curtailments are based on essential

uses to which products are put.

A safe

In which vital defense records may be
kept is considered more important than
a metal wastepaper basket.
Feasibility of wood substitution was
also a factor in determining the distri
bution of the cuts. Use of steel in metal
desks will be cut drastically because there
already are a large number of wooden
desks, and wooden desk production can
be speedily expanded. Government
needs and essential civilian needs, includ
ing defense, can easily be met by wooden

June 30,1941.

Class B. Those who used 3,000 to 12.000

consumers' durable goods branch of the

Division of Civilian Supply.
More drastic cuts in the three product
groups may be necessary later. If so, a
gradual curtailment would be ordered so
that manufacturers of wooden equipment
could have time to expand their produc
tion.

Curtailment proposals were discussed

at meetings with industry representatives,
labor organization officials and other in

terested Government agencies.

Warnings given July 22, August 21
Manufacturers were warned of curtail
ment plans July 22 and August 21. It
is assumed that they have been reduc
ing consumption in anticipation of a
limitation order, and therefore will not
have to make up the entire curtailment in
the remaining two months of the initial
program.

The steel tonnage allowed under the
program is a maximum figure. Because

of the materials shortage situation, there
Is no guarantee that this maximum will
be available.

tons.

★

★

★

Class C. Those who used less than 3.000
tons.

The following table shows the percent
age of curtailment for the period Septem
ber 1. through December 31 as distributed
among manufacturers and product

J. G. Robinson succeeds

Roy Jackson as
administrative officer

groups:

The Office of Production Management
November 8 announced the appointment
Percent curtaUmeaC
Sept.-Dec.
Class ol
n&nulacturtrs

sameU—year
eodiiiR June
30, mi

Prod

Prod

Prod

uct

uct
group
II

group

group

30

Class C

of James Gordon Robinson as admin

Tonnace conuct

m

istrative officer in the Office of Pro
duction Management, succeeding Roy
Jackson, who resigned to enter private
business.

20

45
35

60
60

10

25

10

desks.

Products affected by the order are di
vided into three groups. Hie first ln«

exceed the restrictions if they have de

A manufactui'er of more tlian one of

the products covered by the order may

Mr. Robinson, for the past 8 years
director of Railroad Unemployment In
surance, Railroad Retirement Board, will
be in charge of personnel, supply, budget
and platming, office services, mall and
correspondence.

★
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Truck program extended

Restrictions eased for use of copper

so makers can order

sheet, strip, and screen in building

January steel now

The restriction against the use of cop

per sheet, strip, and screen in building

Extension until January 31, 1942. of
the orders which facilitate production of

construction has been eased, it was an

heavy motortrucks, medium trucks and

nounced November 3 by the Division of

truck traiJers was announced November

priorities.

6 by Priorities Director Nelson.

Due to go into effect November 1, the
restriction would have "frozen" stocks of

The two

orders extended are L-l-a and P-54,
Extension of the program does not
change the basic provisions of the plan.
It was undertaken so that manufacturers
could place January orders for steel im
mediately.

The extension of order L-l-a means

that during the period from September
1 to January 31. producers may manu
facture five-sixths the number of medium
motortrucks, truck trailers and passen

ger carriers produced during the first
half year, except that trucks ordered for
specific defense purposes as defined in
the original order are not limited.

Heavytrucks not restricted
Production of heavy motortrucks
which are carrying most of the national
defense truck transportation burden, is
not restricted.

The extension also means that manu

facturers of replacement parts may pro
duce during the September 1-January 31
period the same number of parts as were
sold for replacement purposes during the
first half year.

Limited Preference Rating Order P-54
assigns an A-3 rating to materials going
into heavy motortrucks, medium motor
trucks, truck trailers, passenger carriers,

and replacement parts as specifically
listed in the original order.
★

*

★

Production of cotton linters

further restricted by amendment
The production and distribution of
cotton linters are subject to further re
strictions in an amendment to General

Pi-eference Order M-12, issued November
5 by the Priorities Division.
Tlie amendment specifically applies all
of the terms of Priorities Regulation No.
1 to the order. One paragraph of the
amended order stipulates that no deliv
eries of second-cut cotton linters may be

already fabricated materials In the hands
of manufacturers, distributors, and con
sumers. Because of this, the restriction
Is revoked and copper sheet, strip, and
screening may be manufactured at a re
duced rate and used until January 1,1942,

This will assist
a defense industry which is operating at
a higher rate than in 1940, but still re
quires drastic conservation in copper.

By the amendment, a manufacturer
who holds a blanket preference rating
order of A-2 or higher <as distinguished

hibited under the general terms of Cop

per Conservation Order M-9-c.
A number of changes, largely for clari
fication, were made in the Order by a

ticles within the provisions of the blanket
preference rating.

series of amendments announced Novem
ber 3. They are:

manufacturers

1. Paragraph (b) which prohibits the
use of copper sheet, strip, and screen in
building construction after November 1
is revoked and these articles are placed

A—Insofar as he is manufacturing ar

The purpose of this change is to assist
of

machine

tools

and

other vital defense products to obtain
the necessai-y amount of copper.

Inventory limit extended to scrap
6. The paragraph relating to the limi

on List A of the Order, which curtails
their manufacture until January 1, 1942,

tation of inventories is amended to in

and prohibits their manufacture there

clude scrap.

after.

Hospitals get help
2. The words "and hospitals" are added
after "research laboratories" in subpara-

graph (5) of the general exceptions so
that hospitals may use copper where
physical and chemical actions make the
use of other materials impractical.
3. A new subparagraph (8) is added
to the general exceptions to the Order.
It reads: "For use for repair or replace

ment purposes in plants employing
chemical processes and in plants process
ing food where the existing installation
is copper or copper alloy and where and
to the extent that chemical action makes

the use of any other material imprac
tical."

4. Subparagraph (9) also is added to
the exceptions, reading: "For insecticides
and fungicides such as copper sulphates,
oxides, and basic copper compoimds."
This exception specifically removes these
insect-destroying compounds from the
restrictions of the Order.

Alteroative is restriction

made, save to plants engaged in the

5. Manufacturers of articles not on List

A, were permitted to use substantially 70

Philippine Islands, and restricts their use
to the production of purified cotton linter

the manufacture of each such article in

Other paragraphs redefine types.

under the exceptions.

from a preference rating certificate) is
relieved from the curtailment provision
which applies to all articles not on List

after which their manufacture Is pro

chemical industry in the United States,
its territories and possessions, and the

pulp.

copper or copper alloy respectively used
by him In the manufacture of such article
during the period between July 1 and
September 30, 1941," plus the amount of
copper necessary to manufacture articles

percent of the copper used by them in
a 1940 base period. Such a manufac
turer is now permitted as an alternative
to use "50 percent of the total amount of

Further amendments are changes in

List A, which prohibits the use of copper
in certain articles after January 1. 1942.
The prohibition on air conditioning
equipment is amended as follows: "ex
cept for essential food storage and trans
portation and Industrial processing
where

the

use

of

other

material

is

impractical."
"Screening and screens" are changed
to "Insect screens and screening."

Under the heading of plumbing and
heating supplies, the phrase "convectors
and local heaters" is changed to read

"convectors, local and unit heaters (ex

cept heat controls)."
"Fixture fittings," etc., Is changed to
read "pipe, tube, tubing, and fittings
therefor other than valves and faucets
(except as provided in Defense Housing
Critical List Issued by the Diiector of
Priorities September 12, 1941, and as
the same may be amended.)"
In the field of household appliances,
heaters are changed to "portable heat
ers" and an exception is made for heat
controls on stoves and ranges. Table
flatware, washing tubs and washing
boilers are added to the prohibited list.
Rings and swivels are added to the
excepted list in fire hose.
Unions, except seats and valves over
2-inch size, and seats, discs, and stems
also are added to the prohibited list.

★
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Proof of need and details of construction

Cobalt put under

required in utility preference applications

direct allocation
Because of a shortage and the uncer

The

Power

and

Communications

mitted in the name of the operating

Branch, OPM, released information No
vember 4 to guide applicants for project

company.

preference ratings in the electric, gas,
water, sanitation, central heating and
telephone and telegraph fields.
Instructions to applicants call for
complete details of proposed construc

sity. may ask at a later date for prefer

tion and proof of need of the project.

A project application is expected to
cover all elements necessary to the effec
tive use of the construction. For ex
ample, an application covering a trans

Detailed informatioQ required
A copy of the instructions follows:

on November 4 was placed under a direct

Applicant in cases of specific neces
ence ratings on individual elements of

the project higher than that assigned
to the project, submitting such requests
on form PD-1.

The following information is required
in the application for the granting of a

equipment and transformers, and all

project preference rating order covering

appurtenances and accessories necessary

projects in the electric, gas, water, sani

to its use.

tation. central heating, and telephone

and telegraph communications, involv

ing a number of separate contracts or
suppliers.
I. Name

of

the

operating

company

or

agency.

the project and Its relation to any existing
or proposed construction. A map showing

the relation of the project to existing facili
ties :s essential.

4. A comprehensive statement of the func

tional purpose of the project.

5. A statement with supporting data as to
the relation cf the project to national de
fense.

A

tabulation

should

be

mission line should include switching

The application should be carefully
prepared following the foregoing outline,
and should Include all pertinent infor
mation so as to present a complete and
understandable picture of the project.

The application should be prepared on

2 The location of the project.

3. A clear, short statement of the scope ot

BV2" by 11" paper and bound in a suit
able folder. The applicant should mall
two copies of the application addressed
to: J. A. Krug, chief, Power Branch,
Office of Production Management. Social
Security Building, Washington, D. C.

submitted

★

showing volume, type and summary of major

★

defense loads.

6. A statement of the urgency of need for

the proposed construction, including esti
mates of existing and scheduled dependable
capacities (and of reserve and net assured

capacities In the case of electric utilities)
and requirements for the next three years.

In case of water and sewage treatment plants,

the immediate need therefor shall be fully
supported,

preferably

by

summaries

of

analytic results and by a statement by the
State Department of Health.

7 If

interconnections

with

neighboring

utility systems exist, or are possible, state the
excent and capacity to which they are or
could be utilized, and the extent to which

they could malce available to others any ca
pacity of applicant's system.

If interconnec

tions exist and are not used, state why.
8. The latest practicable date of introduc

tion of the project into commercial operation.
9. A statement of aggregate dollars cost of
the project, and where applicable the re
maining cost where the project Is under
construction, both exclusive of labor.

10. A schedule of the vartcua lai-ger ele
ments entering into the project.

For each

element list the expected sources of procure

ment. the latest practical delivery date, the

estimated dollars cost, exclusive of installa

tion labor.

The aggregate dollars involved

In these Items shotUd' approximate 80 percent
of the total dollars involved in the project.
II. A careful estimate of the total and.

tainty of shipments from abroad, cobalt

Philippine utilities^ mines, and
industries can get priority aid
Public utilities and mining and indus
trial operations in the Philippine Islands
are entitled to the priority assistance ex
tended by three repair and maintenance

orders, it was announced November 5 by
the Priorities Division.

Preference Rating Orders P-22, P-46,
and P-56. already in use in the Conti
nental United States, are applicable in

the Islands also, it was pointed out. The
fii'st order is a general one, extending
the A-10 rating to the acquisition of re
pair and maintenance parts and operat
ing supplies for many industries. The
P-46 order assists public utilities. Pref
erence Rating Order P-56 assigns a rat
ing of A-8, to deliveries to mines of
material essential for their maintenance
and operation.

allocations system to be administered by
the Director of Priorities.

General Preference Order M-39 places
domestic and imported ore and concen
trates, cobalt metal, and cobalt chemical
compounds, under mandatory control
and restricts deliveries and acceptances

of cobalt for metallic uses to specific
authorizations by the Director of Priori
ties.

Monthly requests to be filed
The order provides that monthly re
quests for cobalt shall be filed on forms
prescribed by the Division of Priorities.
Monthly allocations of cobalt for metallic
purposes will be made by the Director, and
may be made without regard to previous
preference ratings.
Deliveries of cobalt chemical com

pounds for nonmetallic uses by any
processor or dealer are limited to 90 per
cent of the average monthly weight de
livered by him for the first 6 months of
1941. A similar restriction is placed on
the manufacture of those chemicals
which are not convertible into cobalt
metal. Termination date of the order is
March 31, 1942.
Kfteen hundred of the 1,700 tons of

cobalt now being produced annually in
the United States come from ore im
ported from Africa.

Domestic ore is lim

ited to a small area in Pennsylvania
where it is produced as an iron byproduct.
Canada produces some cobalt, but all of It

is being used for war purposes there and
in England. Some low grade ore deposits
exist in Canada and could be placed in
production as an emergency supply for
the United States.

Used in steel for cutting tools
Facilities to increase metal refining ca
pacity by 50 percent now are under con

struction at Niagara Falls, N. Y.. and are
expected to be in production by the
middle of next year.

Cobalt metal is used as an alloy for
steel, largely In the production of high

Sworn statemeot necessary

ber 5, makes it clear that its restrictions,
including those applying to inventories,

The application should be a sworn
statement by an executive officer of the
ftppUcant. All applications shall be sub

are not applicable to those who have not
applied the preference rating to deliveries

speed cutting tools. Cobalt chemical
compounds are used as a dryer for paint
and as a binder for applying enamel to
steel. Total estimated requirements for
1942 are approximately 400 tons more
than current annual production in the

of material to them.

United States.

where possible, the weight, of the critical
materials involved in the entire project, such
as copper, steel, cast iron, and aluminum.

Another interpretation to Preference
Rating Order P-22, also issued Novem

★
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Cellophane banned for gift
wrappings, many other uses

★

DEFENSE

30 percent power cut in South postponed
as rains and pooling bring relief

A ban on many uses of cellophane and
similar transparent materials derived
from cellulose was ordered November 8

The Office of Production Management
announced November 7 the postpone

In the interest of national defense.

ment for a week of the 30 percent power
curtailment originally scheduled to go

visions of tlie order and the effects of volun

Into effect November 10 in Georgia, Ten

week's saving at 3,000,000 kilowatt-hours.

nessee.

"Some risk is involved in postpone
ment," said Mr. Krug, "but the adverse
effects of curtailment on industry and
the hardships on employees justified the
maximum gamble with the weather."

Gift wrappings, soda straws, cosmetics,

soaps, and hardware are a few of the
items affected by a limitatiou order Is
sued by Donald M. Nelson, Director of
Priorities. The order was drafted by the
Division of Civilian Supply.
Large quantities of chlorine, phenol
and glycerine, scarce chemicals vital to
the defense program, are used in making
cellophane and similar
transparent
materials.

The order is effective immediately, but
permits suppliers and their customers to
use up existing stocks under certain con
ditions. Thereafter, these transparent
materials cannot be used to package or

manufacture products in the following
categories:

Alabama,

East

Mississippi,

Southeast South Carolina, and North
west Florida.

It postponed indefinitely the 5 per
cent curtailment scheduled for the re
mainder of South Carolina and North
Carolina.

Moderate to heavy rains, plus in
creased power deliveries into the short
age area through power pooling arrange

ments, have made the postponement
possible.

Public helped situation
the public with the "blackout" provi

textiles, rubber and rubber products (ex
cept for use as a substitute for hoUand

essential lighting services also contrib
uted to the improved situation. The
"blackout" provisions, however, will con
tinue in effect in the entire area, and

cloth in the backing ol retreading stocks
for tires); hardware, metals and sport

the postponement applies only to the
30 percent and 5 percent curtailment

Razor

blades,

cosmetics

and

soaps,

ing goods, paper and paper products,
laundry, candles and wax products, elec
trical equipment (except its manufac
ture) , and decorations and novelties, in
cluding molded paper hats, molded
Christmas bells, molded flower-pot cov
ers, bows and rosettes, flowers, wreaths
and garlands, soda straws, ribbons,
household rolls, and gift wrappings.
Users are given 60 days to exhaust

stocks now on hand. Suppliers who
have already prepared stocks for cus
tomers in such a way that they could
not be used by persons unaffected by
the order are allowed the same time.

Suppliers were ordered to notify their
regular customers of the terms of the
order. Failure to give notice, however,
will not excuse any customer from com
pliance.

Fxirther studies are being made by the

Division of Civilian Supply with a view
to extending the curtailment to the pack
aging or manufacturing of food and to
bacco products. Substantial savings al
ready have been made in eUmlnation of
scarce materials from the packaging of
cigarettes. The thickness of the tin foil
used as a wrapper has been halved, thus
freeing for the defense program an esti
mated 16.000 tons of lead and more than
400 tons of tin a year.

tary

conservation

consimiers.

OPM

of

power

engineers

by

small

estimate

this

Still must use reservoirs

Despite the favorable developments
that permitted postponement, drawdown
of reservoirs, some of which are already
unprecedently low, will have to con
tinue. The power load or consumption
In the area is greater than the amount

of power produced from normal flow

Immediate and willing cooperation by
sions of the OPM order affecting non-

Many prodncts affected

4. Immediate and complete cooperation of

the public and the utility systems lu com
plying with the so-called "blackout" pro

which has been scheduled for industrial
consumers.

of the streams, plus power produced at

all steam plants, plus power brought
into the area through the pooling plan.
★

★

♦

Auto maximums for Jancary
formally set by order
Priorities Director Nelson Issued an

order November 7 formalizing the Jan

May delay further

uary passenger car production maximums

If the present improved situation con
tinues it may be possible to postpone
the curtailment for an additional week,
to November 24. it was said.
Large commercial and industrial cus
tomers covered by the curtailment order

established for the automobile Industry.

are being asked to economize on their

*

These production figui-es were announced
October 15 after a meeting with the auto
motive defense industry advisory com
mittee.
★

*

consumption of electricity.

Osterhcut named executive

Factors in pos^onement

J. A. Kfug. who is administering the
power limitation order, said the follow
ing favorable developments made post
ponement possible:
1. Power pooling arrangementa perfected
at a meeting at Charlotte, N. C., this week,

pursuant to the original OPM order, will

bring into the shortage area about 6 miUion
kllowatt-hoxzrs per week more power than

bad previously been counted on.
2. Increased

deliveries

of

power

from

AikanBas and Kentucky are bringing into

the shortage area an additional two million
kilowatt-hours of power.

8. Stream flows have improved from mod

erate to heavy rainfall.

Rains have been
general over the area during the past week
and predictions are favorable for next week.
OPM engineers estimated today that ralna
during the past week added 62.000,000 klloWBtt-houvfi of power to the storage reservolrg

In the area.

officer of Civilian Supply
Appointment of Harold W. Osterhout
of New York as executive officer of the
Division of Civilian Supply was an

nounced November 1 by Joseph L. Weiner,
deputy director.
Mr. Osterhout is assistant vice presi
dent of the National City Bank of New
York and has been in the bank's employ
more than 20 years. For the past 15

years he has been in charge of matters
pertaining to organization and personnel
In the Brooklyn and Queens branches.
Mr. Osterhout was granted a leave of
absence to take charge of the organiza
tion and personnel of the Division of
Civilian Supply.

★
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CONSERVATION . . .
Year-around household collection of

scrap materials is planned by Bureau
The Bureau of Industrial Conservation

half a dozen different articles that the

Intends to ask householders all over the

householder can easily collect at one time
and arrange to have those properly kept,
called for, distributed, and sent back to
the manufacturer as easily and conven
iently as possible.

United States to save various articles the

year around for collection by junk deal
ers or through other "regular channels

of trade," Lessing J. Rosenwald, chief of
the bureau, said in a press conference
Novembei"4. Excerpts follow:
Mr. Rosenwald: We have now organ

Q. What are those articles?
A. There are some such things as waste
paper, rubber, iron, and steel—all of the

in trying to attack this problem from, you

nonferrous metals, substantially copper
and zinc and lead, cotton rags, woolen

might say, all different dii-ections. These

rags, things of that nature.

four branches are salvage, specifications,
substitution and conservation, and sim

vary in different parts of the country.
They will not be the same for all parts
of the country but that Is a detail that
will have to be worked out where we have

ized our bureau into four main branches

plification.
In the Salvage Division, we are at

tempting to reclaim all articles needed
which have already served their purpose
once, and also to save scrap materials and

our regular campaigns.

to direct them back into remanufacture

Campaign on continuous basis

so that they can be used over again.
Within that Salvage Division there are
three different groups that we expect to
reach.

One

of

them is Government:

Those will

Q. Mr. Rosenwald, just on that point,
sir, will these be periodic collections?

A. No, this is supposed to be on a con
tinuous basis, month in and month out—
not a one-shot campaign but all the

amount of material which can be re

time. And in that campaign we are not
asking people necessarily to give the ma

claimed and put back into remanufac

terials that they wish to dispose of. They

ture, but up to the present moment we

may do so if they desire but also we have
made arrangements so that those ma

there must be and no doubt is a vast

have been unable to do anything very
much In that particular regard. We ex

terials can be sold to these various dealers

pect to start that soon however.

so that this campaign is presumably
working out along that line. We expect

Household drive carefully planned

to have a meeting tomorrow of the ad
visory committee of waste dealers and

The second is collecting scrap from the
householder. You will remember that we

had an aluminum campaign, waste paper
campaign, and—in certain sections of

the country—iron and steel campaigns.
But under the plans which we have
formulated, we have tried to outline the

procedures carefully and as clearly as we
could. We have been clearing with all
other Government agencies to make sure
that we are not conflicting with them.
We are assuring ourselves that the cam
paigns that are now under way will be
coordinated with what we are trying to
do and we believe that there Is very little

likelihood of any conflict arising.

Dealers to collect several different articles
We expect to use the regular chan
nels of trade for collecting this sal
vage to a large degree—you might say the
junk dealers and materials dealers, dis
tributors. It is our intention not to col
lect just one item as was done in the

aJumlnum campaign but probably about

we will go over with them the plans that
we have outlined to make sure that they
are proper and then we intend o try it out
in just some one specialized area—what
we call a guinea pig stage.

Test coming verysoon

'

Q. When Is that likely to be. sir?
A. Very shortly now—I should say
within the next week. The third part of
the salvage—I told you one is Govern
ment and the other householder—the
third Is Industrial salvage and we have
worked out plans very carefully with
that. An example of that is this: we had
one of our men visit the various airplane
manufacturers in an endeavor to get
back the scrap aluminum that developed
In those plants and just as an illustra
tion of what can be done: Within one

slight increase in the production of air
planes in that particular month.
Q. Just in that one plant?
A. No; these were in the airplane
plants combined.
Within the very near future we are
going to try out this Industrial salvage
plan In two separated guinea pig areas.
That also ought to start within the very
near future.

That covers the branch—

that outlines salvage.
We next have what we call a Specifica

tions Branch and we are dealing prin
cipally with Government emergency
specifications so that these specifications
can be, insofar as possible, tempered to
fit the needs that arise today. That is.
where there are shortages, we try and
arrange these Government specifica
tions, etc., so that they use less mate
rials or they use materials where the ma

terials are more plentiful. As an ex
ample of that, we have just gone over
some defense housing, plumbing, and
heating, and have made some very sub
stantial decreases in the amount of pip
ing in plumbing and heating specifica
tions for those defense houses.

Approved buildings given "strip tease"
Also all projects that have received
approval for new buildings, for example,
are sent to this Division to get what we

call here a "strip tease," 1. e., we go over
these projects and make sure that they
are not using an inordinate amount of
critical materials.

Wherever critical ma

terials can be eliminated, we do that.
We are going over the new U. S. O.
biuldings that are being contemplated.

We are working very close with the War
Department on the new War Depart
ment buildings, and then there are cer

tain private projects that have received
approval such as a bank building in At
lanta, and other similar buildings, hospi
tals and so on, that we go over with the
same thing in mind.

Q. Can't you extend that to private
buildmgs such as certain private projects?

A. "niis applies particularly to Gov
ernment work that I am talking of.

Q. I understood you to say there were
certain private projects.

A. When 1 mentioned that, I

didn't

mean in the field of housing, but If a
certain building has to be built such as
this bank building in Atlanta for some

month our scrap increased from about

specific reason and has received approval

900,000 pounds, and in the month after

for that project—it may not be a Govern
ment building but nevertheless when It

the visit of this man the scrap increased
to a million and a half pounds with very

receives approval we get a chance to go

★
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over it to eliminate the critical materials
If we can without doing injury to the
building.

Hope to change wasteful codes
Now. insofar as possible, when these
emergency speciflcatjons apply to munic

ipal or State governments, we expect to
have those emergency specifications
trickle down or rather work down
through to the States and municipalities.
And we are hopeful that in many in

stances by reason of the emergency at the
present time, we can change at least with
the emergency some of the building codes
which happen to be very wasteful of
some of our critical materials and we are

going to endeavor to change those codes
especially during the emergency. Also
where those specifications apply to in
dustry, we expect to bring those par
ticular specifications to the attention of
industry and get them to adopt them in
all cases where they fit.

The third branch, Conservation and
Substitution—

Q. Before we get off this salvage ques
tion, does this mean that in large part
we will abandon the Idea of having such
campaigns as the aluminum drive and go
into a regular private junk dealer col
lection system?

A. That Is right in all probability.
That is our intention. It will be a yeararound campaign, if you want to call it
a campaign, a year-around collection of
materials that the householder usually
has and which we need to get back to remanufacture.

★

Experienced consultants in simplification
ready to help every industry conserve
The Bureau of Industrial Conserva

tion of CPM on November 4 urged manu

facturers in every field to consider how
they might reduce the number of varie
ties or styles in their products. Such a
simplification program is needed to save
vital materials for national defense as

well as for civilian supply, explained

Lessing J. Rosenwald. Chief of the

The third group. Conservation and

Substitution, is trying to find substitutes
for critical materials using less critical
or noncritical materials to replace them.
Cartridge shell cases are the number one

problem at the moment because they use
such vast quantities of copper.

Q. Mr. Rosenwald, what about the soft
steel copper plating?

A. They have been making experi
ments here both in private industry and
in Government. They have even had
some firing tests on certain shells that
have been developed, but the results I
There has been a large

amount of work done on it and there is

being done a great deal of work at the
present time. Now I can't give you any
thing tangible because we haven't got
anything tangible at the moment. But

Proposals by each industry for simpli
fication programs wiH be welcomed by
the Bureau, which is also prepared to aid
and advise each industry on the subject.
In addition, industry advisory commit
tees, already set up within OPM to deal
with problems springing from the de
mands of the defense program, will be
used to work out programs of simplifica
tion.

Industries are not expected to enforce
such programs upon themselves, it was
stated, but will be asked to follow recom
mendations issued by the Bureau.

Consultants ready and anxious to help
Representatives of industry will find
In the Bureau technical consultants with
long experience in simplification pro
cedures who are fully prepared to go
ahead and anxious to aid Industry In

every possible way.

The National Bu

reau of Standards, which has been re

sponsible in the past for technical as

we hope that within a reasonable period
of time, we will have either a partial or
full solution to that particular problem.
Another illustration is the use of zinc-

applying simplified practice, has as
signed Dr. Edwin W. Ely, Chief of its
Division of Simplified Practice, to work
with the OPM Conservation Bureau.

It Is the task of the Bureau of Indus
trial Conservation to Inaugurate and
conduct a "war on waste", combining and

expanding to a great degree all previous
efforts aimed at conserving the Nation's
resources.

Conservation may be achieved by a
number of methods, but simplification is

one of the most direct and Important
and holds great promise of being one of
the easiest and quickest means for at
taining Its objectives. The possibilities
for major savings inherent in a general
widespread

that such a program would increase the
productive capacity of the Nation for
defense from 25 to 33 Vs percent.

SimplificatioD speeds turnover
Simplified practice methods in indus
try are not new. During the first World
War and for more than 20 years Govern

ment agencies and industrial economists
have advocated them and in some in

Bureau.

sistance to industries seeking methods of

Trying out copper-plate shell cases

have not beard.

DEFENSE

Introduction

of

simplified

practice throughout industry were re
cently stressed by Donald M. Nelson, Di

rector of Priorities, when he estimated

stances have applied simplification to

the production of manufactured goods.
It is the belief of the Bureau of Industrial

Conservation that the present defense
emergency with its current and impend
ing scarcity of raw materials provides
the impetus for application of simplified
practices on a vast basis. This "preven
tive" route toward conservation should
play a major role in avoiding shortages
in both defense materials and essential
consumers' goods.

In studying the possible benefits to be
derived from a well planned and gen

erally applied program of simplification,
the Bureau has learned that in many in
stances a manufacturer or distributor

may do as much as 80 percent of his
business on 20 percent of the varieties
of a specific commodity. The other fourfifths of the varieties, providing only onefifth of the business, add to the expense
of production and distribution, run up
the inventory, slow down the turnover,
tie up funds, and take up valuable space.

Results already achieved
Recent statistics gathered in connec

tion with simplified practice methods al
ready introduced and adhered to by the
Industries involved give ample indication
of the vast possibilities for conservation.
Application of simplified practice in the
case of range boilers and expansion tanks,
for instance, reduced the number of va
rieties from 130 to 13: in the manufacture
of milk and cream bottles and bottle caps,
from 49 to 4; ice cream mold sizes from
30 to 1; vitrified paving brick from 66
to 5; steel drums and barrels from 66 to
26; and large-tube cast iron radiators
from 33 to 17 varieties. More than 175
other products have been substantially
affected by the reduction in the number
of varieties, in every case providing
obvious savings to the manufacturer.

faced die castings In place of aluminum

you are working on for shell cases—if

parts and where we can use those it is
very good.
Q. If you find that this process that

that proves satisfactory how much copper
would that save in terms of percentage?
A. 70 percent.

★
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MEDIATION BOARD...
Agreement reached in coke, gas dispute;
hearings opened in two cases, two certified
The National Defense Mediation Board

Navy announced that all cases arising under

mobile Workers of America. CIO, and will
be continued on November 10.

New cases
The two new cases certified to the Board

last week were: American Can Company. Chi
cago, HI., and the Steel Workers Organizing
Committee, CIO; Nevada Consolidated Cop

last week (November 2-9) continued Its
consideration of the captive coal mine

that clause would be referred by Admiral

per Corporation. Ely, Nev,, and the Brother

Bowen to the Board for action.

hood of Locomotive Engineers. Division 596.

dispute: announced an agreement in one

Involved had failed to pay their dues for
more than 3 months and others had engaged

case and said recommendations would

be made in a second; opened hearings
in two other cases; continued hearings

in a fifth; announced the appointment
of a special investigator in a sixth, and
received certification of two new cases.

Captive coal mioes
largest number ever to attend a Board hear

ing. appeared In counection with the captive
mine dispute, The principals la attendance
Olds, chairman of the

board, and Benjamin Palrless, president ol
the United States Steel Corporation; Eugene
Grace, president of the Bethlehem Steel Cor

poration; R. J. Wysor, president of the Re

public Steel Co.. and John L. Lewis, presi
dent of the United Mine Workers of America.

For 2 days, the captive mine operators and
the mine workers presented their cases for

or against the union shop.

On Wednesday,

the hearings adjourned and the full Board

went into executive session, meeting every
day thereafter to consider the case.

The

Board will make its recommendations In the
early part of this week.

Alabama By-Products aod Sloss-Sheffield
On November 3. the Board announced that
an agreement had been reached between the

Alabama By-Products Co., Birmingham, Ala.,
and the United Mine Workers, District 50.

CIO.

in acts inimical to the union's constitution.

Mr. Davis appointed Burton Zorn of
New York City, former general counsel of
the New York State Labor Relations Board,

to Investigate the charges and report bis
findings to the Board. Mr. Zorn will be In
Kearny on Wednesday, November 12, to begin
his investigation.

The terms of the agreement, which is

subject to union ratification, were not re
vealed. The dispute had been heard in con-

Junction with that of the Slcss-Sheffleld Co.,
Birmingham, Ala,, and the United Mine Work
ers. District 50. CIO. since in both cases the
same union was involved and the Issues were

also the same—union security,

wage In

creases. and one contract Instead of two sep
On November 5, the panel which had heard
both cases—Prank Graham, Rolland Hamil
ton and Hugh Lyons—announced that the

disputants In the Sloes-Sheffield controversy

delphia, Pa., and the Industrial Union of Ma

rine

met.

The company has de

products and other defense material.

After

3 days. the hearings were recessed to Novem
ber 18-

American Engineering Co.
A panel of FrHncls W, H. Adams, Frederick
Pales, and John Brophy began hearings on
Thursday. November 6, on the dispute be
tween the American Engineering Co., Phila
and

Shipbuilding Workers, CIO.

At

the Board's request, the union on October 22

called off a strike. Involving 570 men. which
had been In effect since September 27. The
issues

are

grievances

and

bonuses.

The

hearings were recessed after 2 days and will
be resumed November 10. Toe company has
prime and subcontracts for steering gears,
windlasses, anchors, and capstans for battle
ships.

Unioa Electric Co., York Cormgating Co.
sues in dispute between the Union Electric

Board last week that a settlement had been

The men appointed were A. S.

hood of Railway Trainmen. Minneapolis. The
of wage differentials.

mitted to him by Admiral Harold G. Bowen,

who Is In charge of the Federal Shipbuilding
After the Government oc

cupied the Kearny plant, it put into effect the
maintenance of membership clause recom

mended by the Board. The Secretary of the

addresses by Jesse Jones, Wm. S. Knudsen. Admiral Emory S. Land, Donald M.

Nelson, J. V, Porrestal, John J. McCIoy,

notifled the

Issues were wage increases and the adjustment

and Drydock Co.

Broad aspects of the steel situation

were to feature the morning session, with

W. L. Batt. Leon Henderson, and E. R.

(independent)

mingham area as well as to various defense

standing with tlie union had been trans

opens National Defense Week and steel
is the leading defense material.

Co., St. Louis, Mo., and the Trl-State Utility

St. Louis, and Prank H. Wilson ol the Brother

and Shipbuilding Workers of America, CIO.

Armistice Day was chosen for the meet
ing. according to A. D. Whiteside. branch
chief, who was to preside, because it

Workers Union

plant had both been called ofl at the Botrd's

at Kearny, N. j., who were no longer In good

meeting in the U. S. Chamber of Com

The gathering was sponsored by the
iron and steel branch, Office of Produc
tion Management, to acquaint the entire
steel industry with the problems and
purposes of national defense as it per
tains to steel; what is expected of them;
what the general steel program will be
for 1942, and to get from them their
ideas as to how these needs can best be

the company's yard.

fense contracts for cables, steel and aircraft

and by-products and supply gas to the Bir

Chairman Davis on Friday, November 7,

cials.

merce auditorium.

the application of standard railroad rules in

Washington University. St. Louis; Wade
Chlldress. of the Columbus Terminal Co.,

bers of Local 16, Industrial Union of Marine

conference with national defense offi

Board, the union had postponed a threatened
strike over its demand for a closed shop and

reached.

announced that the names of several mem

Leaders of the steel industry from all

AU of the 225 steel mills in the country

A strike at the Sloss-Sheffleld plant and a
threatened cne at the Alabama By-Products

Industries located there.

meet defense officials

were expected to be represented at the

Langsdorf, dean of the Engineering School of

Federal Shipbuilding

Steel industry leaders

Sons Co.. Trenton, N. J., and the Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen. At the request of the

had returned home to await Board recom

The companies manufacture coke

*

the dispute between the John A. Roebling

mendations.

request.

★

Washington, November 11, for a day-long

On Wednesday, Novembe 5, hearings be
fore a panel composed of George Stocking,
John Connelly and Herbert Woods began in

The three men appointed to study the Is

arate ones.

*

parts of the country were to meet in

John A. Roebling Sons Co.

On Monday. November 3. 62 persons, the

Included Irving S.

The union charged that some of the men

Also last week the Board received

word

that the York Corrugating Co., York, Pa., and

Stettinius, Jr.

The afterncon meeting was to be de
voted to detailed reports on various
phases of steel by section chiefs of the

iron and steel branch, and discussion by
visiting steel men.
The need for some such Informative

dispute between the International Harvester

gathering was felt for some time, accord
ing to Mr. Whiteside, because no other
means exist for presenting a rounded pic
ture of the defense steel program to all
units of the industry.
Advisory committee meetings reach
only a few, and orders and other com
munications do not always reveal the
reasons and the basic policy going into

Co., Springfield, Ohio, and the United Auto

them.

the International Association of Machinists,

AFL, had reached an agreement and that the
case was closed, thus ending the necessity for
hearings before the Board.

A strike since

October 9 was ended by this agreement on
November 6. The dispute was over wages,
closed shop and differentia] for night work.

International Harvester Co.
Heai-lngs were resumed last week on the
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LABOR...
Hillman invites heads of AFL metal trades

unions to confer on welders' disputes

Mr. Hillman informed the welders'
representatives that ail strikers return
ing to work immediately would be

Is urgent that the disputes which culmi

the United Welders, Cutters and Help

promptly reinstated in their former jobs
or positions without discrimination or
Interference: that the OiBce of Produc
tion Management would protect the
workers in this right; and that all par
ties would be called on to refrain from
any intimidation or coercion against
these workers pending the holding of
the conference and its outcome. The
return to work was accomplished within

nated in the recent welders strike be fully

ers of America.

8 days.

OPM Associate Director General Sid

ney Hillman last week sent the following
telegram to the international presidents
of nine American Federation of Labor

Earlier Mr. Hillman announced that
a committee representing a group of
unions of welders and cutters had agreed
to call upon their members on strike on
the West Coast and in Alabama, and

metal trades unions, and a similar tele
gram to John P. Prey, president, AFL
Metal Trades Department:

sympathetic strikers, to return to work

"In the interests of national defense it

headed by Karl V. Morris, president of

considered and resolved as speedily and
as satisfactorily as possible so as to avoid
similar work stoppages in the future.

I

am therefore inviting you and the presi
dents of other metal working unions of
the American Federation of Labor desig

nated by John P. Frey, president of the
Metal Trades Department, to confer with
me on this problem.

Welders represeoted
"Representatives of the welders groups
that participated in the recent strike are
likewise being invited.
"The conference will convene at the

OfBce of Production Management at 10

a. m. November 17, and will remain In
session, I expect, until a satisfactory solu

tion is found. Will you kindly wire me
whether you or a representative duly
authorized to speak for your organization
will attend this conference."

Tlie AFL international union presi
dents invited were:
International Brotherhood of Black

smiths, Chicago, m., Roy Horn, presi
dent: International Brotherhood of Boil
ermakers, Iron Shipbuilders and Helpers

of America, Kansas City, Kans., J. A.
Franklin,

Brotherhood

president:

of

International

Electrical

Workers,

Washington, D. C., Ed. J. Brown, presi
dent: International Union of Operating

Engineers, Washington, D. C., Wm. E.
Maloney, president: International Asso
ciation Bridge, Structural and Orna
mental Iron Workers, St. Louis, Mo.,

P. J. Morrin, president; International
Association of Machinists, Washington,
D. C., Harvey W. Brown, president; Inter

national Molders & Foundry Workers,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Harry Stevenson, pres
ident; United Association Plumbers &

Steamfitters, Washington, D. C., George
Masterton, president: Sheet Metal Work

Immediately.

Tlie

committee

was

Steps to end minority discrimination
in defense v/ork described in pamphlet
How President Roosevelt and the Of
fice of Production Management are seek

ing to secure full participation of all

ities organizations and with other or
ganizations and key Individuals.
The Negro employment and training

American minority groups in the na

branch, whose chief and staff members

tional defense program is explained in
a 19-page pamphlet. Minorities in De
fense, released October 29 by the Labor

serve on Federal and regional labor sup

Division of OPM.

The pamphlet outlines steps taken
since July 12, 1940, to end defense dis
crimination, and describes the functions
and duties of the President's Committee
on Fair Employment Practice, the

Negro employment and training branch,
and the minority groups branch of the
Labor Division of OPM.

According to the pamphlet, the Com
mittee on Fair Employment Practice re
ceives all complaints of defense dis
crimination
and
investigates
them
through the field staffs of the Negro em
ployment and training and the minority
groups branches of OPM. If neither
branch is able to adjust a complaint, the
case is then certified to the COFEP for
further action and redress.

Other functions
In addition to serving as a Board of

Appeals to the two OPM branches, the
committee (1) deals with the problem
of discrimination in Government serv

ice; (2) maintains contact with con
tracting agencies of the Government con
cerning enforcement of nondiscriraination clauses in defense contracts; (3)
establishes contact with State and local

agencies on discrimination in employ

ers International Association, Washing

ment and coordinates their programs;

ton, D. 0,, Robert Byron, president.

and (4) maintains contacts with minor

ply committees in nine cities, broadens
Job opportunities for colored workers
through (1) systematic visits to industrial
employers: (2) regular surveys of train
ing facilities; and '3) constant contact
with the Bureau of Employment Security
and local offices of the United States Em

ployment Service to secure the placement
of Negro workers through approved
governmental agencies.

Similarly, the chief and staff members
of the minority groups branch, which is
concerned with the problems of all racial
minority groups (including the physi
cally handicapped) other than Negroes,
serve on Federal and regional labor sup

ply committees and seek the integration
of members of these groups into the de
fense effort.

★

★

★

Elmer W. Henderson named

employment field representative
Mark F. Ethridge, chairman of the
President's Committee on Fair Employ

ment Practice, announced November 6
the appointment of Elmer W. Henderson,
of Baltimore, Md., former research di
rector for the Illinois State Commission
on the Condition of the Urban Colored

Population, as a field representative to in
vestigate complaints of discriminatory
employment practices by defense indus
tries against minority groups.

★
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Electric wire makers asked to limit

Radio and stove manufacturers

prices, in first copper stabilizing move

asked not to raise prices
pending cost study

Manufacturers

of

copper wire

and

cable used to conduct electricity have

been requested not to exceed their
October 15 prices, in a letter sent to
them by OPA Administrator Henderson.
This represents the first of a series
of steps in Mr. Henderson's recently an
nounced program to stabilize prices of
all products made of copper, brass, or
other copper-base alloys. The program
is made necessary by the serious copper
shortage caused by heavy defense de

ployed as conductors of electricity, and
adds: "We would hope . . . that the
restriction of civilian demand and the

assurance of copper supplies for your
Industry may bring about a situation
that will permit of somewhat lower
prices."

mination of the effect on costs in these

wire and cable industry will be called

Industries of curtailment of output due
to the defense pi-ogram.
Long-range price programs are being
formulated by the Office of Price Admin

by OPA in the near future to discuss

letter

draws

the fact that the OPM
order excludes from its

restrictions the use of copper and copper-

base alloys in articles primarily em

order to hold prices firm pending deter

representative members of the copper

recent trends In costs and prices.

Administrator's

have been asked not to raise prices above
those recently prevailing, in telegrams
sent to them by OPA Administrator
The action was taken in both cases in

In this connection, conferences with

mands and by the OPM conservation

The

cooking and heating stoves and radios—

Henderson.

Maojr types up 20 percent

order of October 21 sharply restricting
use of copper for many products.
attention to
conservation

Manufacturers of two important types
of durable consumers goods—domestic

Many

types of copper wire and cable currently
are selling from 20 percent to 30 percent
above 1939 levels.
Manufacturers are asked In the letter

to inform OPA of all changes in prices
or terms of sale since January 1, 1940.

istration in connection with both these

industries and meetings will be held with
representatives of each group in the near
future to work out details.

The domestic cooking- and heatingstove manufacturers were asked not to

increase prices above the level prevail

Ceilings considered on coarse paper
as result of inflationary mark-ups
Consideration is being given by the

OfBce of Price Administration to impo
sition of a

price schedule establishing

ing on October 24, 1941 while the manu

facturers of radio receiving sets, radio
phonograph combinations, radio parts,
and radio phonograph parts were asked

bers' mark-up are pure extortion and

not to raise prices above the October 15.

profiteering," Mr. Henderson stated.
"We propose to take all steps necessary

1941 level.

maximum prices that jobbers and whole

to correct this situation.

salers can charge for several grades of

time we urge all buyers from jobbers and

coarse paper. Administrator Henderson

wholesalers to refuse to pay prices above
those which normally prevail when the
manufacturer's price Is at the 4'/2-cent

announced November 1.

A meeting with a representative group
of jobbers will be called within a few

level."

days to discuss the need for a schedule.

★

Should a schedule be found necessary.

It will be rushed to completion as rapidly
as possible in order to bring under con

trol the inflationary situation which has
developed recently.

*

★

♦

Manufacturers of glass-making
and printing machinery will be
asked not to raise prices now

★

Over-ceiling linters sale, due
to misunderstanding, corrected
A small sale of chemical grade cotton

Tahe steps to stop profiteering

★

In the mean

Manufacturers of glass-making ma
chinery and of printing presses and other
printing machinery will be asked shortly
by the Office of Price Administration not
to advance prices above the July 29. 1941.
level.

OPA

Administrator

Henderson

linters at 1.65 cents a pound above the

stated November 6.

In discussing the situation which has
developed. Mr. Henderson pointed out
that manufacturers are now selling kraft

3.35-cent price which the Office of Price
Administration approved last August has

manufacturers in each of these indus

paper to jobbers at around

cent level, Leon Henderson, OPA Admin

tries to discuss recent price trends and
methods of achieving price stability in

istrator. announced November 5.

their respective fields.

cents a

pound. Ordinarily the jobbers would re
sell this paper at prices ranging from
about 5 or SVi cents in large quantities
to somewhat higher prices for smaller

been cancelled and rebilled at the 3.35-

The transaction resulted from a mis

Meetings have already been held with

The requests to be sent to companies in

understanding on the part of the seller,

these industries will be interim measures

and

adjustment

was

made

promptly

quantities.
Actually, jobbers in recent weeks have

the matter.

Increased their prices to as high as 8
or 9 cents a pound for large quantities
and even higher for small quantities.

are essential to the manufacture of rayon
and smokeless powder, already are sub

designed to hold prices steady pending
more detailed study. Similar requests
have already been made to manufactur
ers of agricultural machinery, machine
tools, mining, and oil field equipment,
and machinery for the chemical process,

ject to OPM priority control.

food and drug industries.

"Such increases above the usual Job

when the seller's attention was called to

Chemical grade cotton linters, which

★
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OPA approves 3,950,791 gallons of alcohol
from sugar for above-ceiling sale
Tn order
rkrHPr to supplement
cn*i7-\1ompnf short supplies
ciii^nlioc
In

The following telegram was sent jointly
by Director General Knudsen and Asso

ciate Director General Hillman, 0PM, to
all producers of lead and to all lead
miners in the United States:

"The urgency of the defense program
requires that your mining properties be
operated at their maximum productive
capacity, 24 hours a day, 6 days a week
and where possible. 7. You are requested
to take all necessary steps to this end and
if necessary acquire such additional
equipment to improve the operating con
ditions of the mines that will result in

increased production.

Please advise us

if we can be of any assistance."
★

★

of

anti-freeze

and

industrial

solvents

dxiring the coming winter, OPA has
granted special permission to Publicker

Commercial Alcohol Co., of Philadelphia,
to produce from raw sugar nearly
4,000,000 gallons of high-cost ethyl alco
hol for sale at prices above the estab
lished maximums. Administrator Hen
derson announced November 7.

Publicker is one of the leading pro
ducers of ethyl alcohol in the United
States and the only big producer that is
not already operating at capacity. Ac
cording to Government estimates, the
country needs all the ethyl alcohol that
can be obtained from every available
source.

★

Williacfease total supply 10 percent

OPA denies plan to allow
increase in lead price
Price Administration soon would ap
prove an advance in the price of lead
brought from Administrator Henderson

As a result of the OPA exception,
Publicker may produce during October,
November, and December, 3,950,791 gal
lons of ethyl alcohol above its existing
contract commitments in the final quar
ter. This will be entirely "new produc
tion" and will increase total supplies of

a

ethyl alcohol available for all uses over

Widespread reports that the Office of

statement November 5

that in

the

final
f^nal

miorfoi* of 104
quarter
1941, Publicker will be
compelled to use sugar, a more expensive

raw material.

The difference between the ceiling
prices and the prices approved by OPA
in the Publicker case will cover only the
increased costs involved in using raw
sugar purchased on current markets.

Price tied to sugar cost
Publicker is allowed by the OPA excep
tion to sell this "excess production" at
a maximum price of 49'/a cents a gallon
in tank car lots for the basic formula

(known as SD2B) when made from sugar

purchased at $2.30 per 100 pounds f. o. b.
Cuba.

For each increase or decrease of

10 cents per 100 pounds in the sugar

price, an adjustment of 1V2 cents a gallon
may be made in the alcohol price. Price
Schedule No. 28 established a maximum

price of 24'/2 cents a gallon, tank cars,
for the basic formula.

Prices that Publicker may charge for
other formulae and quantities of ethyl
alcohol produced under the exception
will be determined by applying the dif

ferentials established in the price sched
ule. Sales of proprietary name solvent
ethyl alcohol may be made under the
exception only directly to consumers

opinion of his office present prices of 5.85
cents a pound, New York, and 5.70 cents

the winter months by about 10 percent.

a pound, St. Louis, are adequate to sup

alcohol produced in the United States

port a substantial increase in output.

thereof.

is made from blackstrap molasses, a by
product of cane sugar mill operations.
Little, if any, blackstrap molasses from
the 1940-41 sugar crop remains unsold

The exception applies only to ethyl
alcohol produced prior to December 31.
1941. Publicker is required to report
monthly to OPA, giving complete details

and new supplies will not become avail

of production of ethyl alcohol and spe

able until early in 1942. Hence, in order
to increase its alcohol output for the

cific details of all alcohol sales made
under the exception.

Maximum zinc alloy prices
listed pending formal ceiling

entials between alloy and slab zinc.

"Evidence accumulated by OPA clearly
Indicates that a large part of the mining
industry is in a position to increase its
output at the present price of lead," Mr.
Henderson said.

"The bulk of the indus

try is not operating at anything like full
capacity. Lead output can be increased

About 75 percent of all industrial ethyl

quickly by various methods."

Zinc rise was permitted
The administrator also emphasized
the fact that an increase in lead output
will automatically increase the produc
tion of zinc, since the ores of these two
metals are mined together in the Rocky

The

new prices are considered adequate to
assure present levels of production.

Zinc alloys are used extensively in dieA list of maximum prices for zinc al

castings and molds and play an essential

loys, which the Office of Price Adminis

part in the production of planes, tanks,
and many other defense and civilian ar

permitted partly to facilitate Increased

tration has prepared in the light of the
recent 1 cent a pound increase in tl^e
price of slab zinc, was made public No

output of both zinc and lead in the Rocky

vember 2 by Administrator Henderson.

Mountain region.

A formal price ceiling schedule will be

Mountain area.

The recent increase of

1 cent per pound in the price of zinc was

One serious effect of the lead price

increase reports has been to stimulate
speculative hoarding of lead scrap.

Un

less this situation is corrected promptly,
Mr. Henderson stated, it may become
necessary to impose controls over the

flow of

secondary lead and scrap at

proper prices.

issued in the near future.
At the same time Mr. Henderson an

nounced that maximum pricss on rolled
zinc products, including sheet, strip, and
plates, will be issued by OPA as soon as
Investigations now under way as to costs
and earnings are completed.

The new prices on zinc alloys take
into consideration the customary differ

ticles. The OPA-approved prices, apply
ing to alloys made from high-grade zinc,

are llVz cents a pound for carload lots
(I. e., any shipment taking a carload
rate), 11% cents a pound for lots from
5 tons to a carload, and 12 cents a pound
for less than 5-ton lots.

These are de

livered prices.
Ceiling prices on rolled zinc products

will in all probability be lower than
prices announced by certain companies
following the recent advance in primary
zinc prices.
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wisely.

Miss Elliott calls on Nation^s consumers

to sign pledge in campaign against waste

Cook it carefully.

Stop and

think before you throw away even a
tablespoonful of left-over potatoes.
"Your saucepan is made of aluminum

that is now needed for airplanes.

You
won't be able to get another made of

The

aluminum so you've got to take good

PLEDGE

care of the one you have.
"Your refrigerator has steel and cop

DEFENSE

per in it that are needed for tanks and
ships. It runs on electric power that is

At • contumcr, in th< total dcfcns* of dcmocncyi I *>111 do my part to make my bo<i>«,

vital to defense. If you have a refrigera
tor. clean and defrost it regularly. Keep

CONSUMER'S
FOR

TOTAL

•07 commuaitj', my couotry ready, efficient, and ctronft.

it in good repair. Make it last as long
as possible.
"Let's go out to the garage. You're

/ will buy carefully
1 will take good care of the Ihings I have

lucky, and you have a car out there.

2 will wasle nothing
Signature

Whan yea al^ tMa pladftc, you are Joinint the ranka of the mlillou of cooiumera
coeperwim lo National Defeoia. Will you picatc algo It and send It to:

HARRIET ELLIOTT, CONSUMER DIVISION, OFFICE Of PRICE ADMINISTRATION
Washington, D. C.
S<—24384-1

If

you've joined the fight against waste,
you're driving that car at moderate
speeds to save gas, oil, and rubber tires.
"Now, how about the clothes you wear.
By taking better care of your clothes, you
won't have to strain your budget. You
wont be putting in new and unnecessary
demands on our textile mills and clothing

0»0

factories.

THE CONSUMER'S FLEDGE . . . Americans the country over will begin signing
November 12. Mats are available to newspapers and other publications on request to
Distribution Section, Division of Information, OEM, Washington, D. C.
"I will waste nothing."

That is the

roads, men, and materials.

Consumers

flnaJ line and the substance of the Con

therefore have a major role in the con

sumers' Pledge for Total Defense which

servation of our economic strength."
The first consximer to sign the pledge
was Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, wife of the

consumers all over the country will be
signing beginning Wednesday, November
12. as an indication of their desire to

enlist their homes in the defense pro
gram by conserving everything they use.
Launched on War Against Waste Day

of this week, which is Civilian Defense
Week throughout the Nation, the pledge

President of the United States and as

sistant director in charge of Volunteer

the fight for freedom calls for self-dis

cipline even in our smallest acts. By
signing the Consumers' Pledge For Total

ond signer.

Every home in the Nation will be given
the opportimity to Join the War Against

Administration, in charge of the Con

Waste, Retailers, newspapers, schools,
civic organizations, and the Boy Scouts
of America are already assisting In mak

sumer Division.

ing copies of the pledge available to con

Build defense by guarding resources

sumers. Copies of the pledge will also
be distributed through labor unions,

church groups, women's clubs, and stores

to enlist in the campaign against waste,

in the weeks to come.

Miss Elliott said: "The food we eat, the

of the campaign will be announced as
the program develops.

clothes we wear, the things we buy, the
things we use, the dollars we spend, the
pennies we save—all these are as much
a part of defense as guns, tanks, and air
planes. Each one of America's 132 mil
lion consumers holds it in his power to
build

defense

by

guarding

these

re

sources.

buying more than just a pair of shoes, a
loaf of bread, or a bar of soap.

We are

buying the services of factories, rail

Further details

In an appeal for full consumer co
operation in the defense conservation
effort, broadcast on War Against Waste

Day, Miss Elliott said;
and
for

defense.

instance.

★

★

*

Prices of domestic rugs, carpets
stabilized till December 15
Prices of domestic rugs and carpets
have been stabilized for the time being
by a series of individual agreements
reached between the Office of Price Ad

nounced November 8.

Under the agreements, the makers of
wool surface, cotton and novelty, and
fiber floor coverings will maintain until

"Everything you do touches on con
kitchen,

Defense, each of us can take the first step
in that self-discipline."

ministration and floor-covering manu
facturers, Administrator Henderson an

Appeal for full cooperation

servation

"Each time we go shopping we are

"It may not be easy to do away with all

our wasteful habits at home and in our
dally shopping. But in times like these

Defense. Mrs. Henrietta Nesbitt, house
keeper of the White House, was the sec

direction of Miss Harriet Elliott, asso

In calling on the Nation's consumers

"Even when you go shopping, you can
join in the War Against Waste. By ac
cepting substitutes for materials that are
scarce—like rayon instead of silk. By
not buying things you don't really need.
By wise buying.

Participation in the OfBce of Civilian

campaign is being conducted under the
ciate administrator of the OfBce of Price

Need for self'discipline

Take
Pood

your
builds

the muscle and health of your family.
Food builds the strength of the nation.
We can't afford to waste it. Buy It

December 15 the prices they quoted on
October 13. During the period the

agreements are in effect, OPA will pro
ceed with its plans to develop a longerrange price stabilization program for the
Industry.

★
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Jobber's allowance on

waste paper payable
only by consumer
Payment of jobber's allowances under

makers of rugs and carpets had entered
into voluntary agreements to adhere to
their October 13 prices until Decem

the recent amendment to Price Schedule

moved several steps further into the field

ber 15.

Manufacturers of carpets and

Rocky Mountains, by any person other

of consumer durable goods during the

rugs made of wool, cotton and fiber, as
well as so-called "novelty" fabrics, were

lation of the schedule and will result in

parties to the individual understand

action by the OfBce of Price Administra

Consumers Durable Gcods
The

Office

past fortnight.

of

Price

Administration

When the OPM's cop

per curtailment order was announced
two weeks ago Mr. Henderson disclosed

that his ofBce was developing a com
prehensive program to stabilize prices
of all products made of copper, brass, or
other copper-base alloys.

ings. Before December 15. OPA plans
to work out a longer-range price program
for these producers.
The OPM order drastically curtailing

No. 30, waste paper sold east of the
than a consumer of waste paper is a vio

tion,

Administrator

Henderson

an

nounced November 7.

Paper dealers or packers who, although
separate business entities, are wholly
owned subsidiaries of consumers, do not

Ceiling prices would be established if

the production of all kinds of metal office
furniture and equipment was followed
swiftly by a telegiam from Mr. Hender

necessary, the OPA Administrator said,

son to more than 100 manufacturers of

over all durable goods made largely of
copper. Such items as radios, stoves,

these products asking that their prices
of November 6.

wholly owned subsidiaries to waste paper

cooking and table utensils, plated flatwaie, fire extinguishers, and certain
automobile and truck parts were listed
in this category.

Development of a price program for this
Industry also would be undertaken, it was

dealers and packers.
OPA also will proceed against jobbers

stated.

who compute their allowances on a price

be held to the

levels

fall within the definition established for

consumers in Price Schedule No. 30, Mr.
Henderson stated. Jobber allowances,
therefore, may not be paid by such

keep manufacturers' prices stabilized in

to which has been added loading or trans
portation charges, the Administrator

lowed November 6 by disclosure that

the face of reduced output.

said.

manufacturers of radio receiving sets,

Is afforded the Office of Price Admin
istration to determine the effect of the

This initial

announcement was fol

radiophonograph combinations, radio
parts and radiophonograph parts had
been requested not to advance their
prices beyond the October 15 level. At
the same time, manufacturers of domes

tic cooking and heating stoves were asked
to adhere to prices quoted by them on
October 24.

On November 8. OPA announced that

All of these actions are designed to

Time thus

enforced curtailments on costs of the

various producers. If manufacturers'
prices can be kept from rising further,

and must be calculated upon the actual

either by voluntary agreements or direct

price paid to the packer for the waste

action by OPA, the pressure for price in

paper, excluding any transportation or
loading charges paid by the consumer.
Reports have been received by OPA that
certain jobbers and dealers are charging

creases in the retail field will be alleviated

considerably, with resultant benefit io
the buying public.

Effective date of paperboard schedule 32
postponed to Nov. 1^ filing to Dec. 10
Effective date of Price Schedule No. 32.
paperboard sold east of the Rocky
Mountains, Is changed to November 1,

1941. and the date for filing of initial
"affirmations of compliance" is delayed
until December 10, 1941, by an amend

ment announced November 7 by OPA
Administrator Henderson.

As originally issued, the schedule be
came effective on October 1 and buyers

and sellers of paperboard were required
to file affirmations of compliance by
November 10 and monthly thereafter.
The postponement was decided upon

because the schedule as originally issued
failed to provide specific maximum
prices for the so-called "specialty grades"
of paperboard, although such were cov
ered by the general provisions of the

The "jobber's allowance" provisions of
the schedule are clear and specific, Mr.
Henderson stated. Such allowances may

cause their plants are located at points
distant from sources of supply and until
recently have depended upon water
transportation to obtain their paper-

board.

The shortage of shipping has

only be paid by consumers of waste paper,

allowances to other jobbers and dealers.
In some instances Jobbers are said to be

figurli^ allowances on a price which in
cludes
loading
charges.

and

transportation

"We are looking into these reports,"
the administrator said. "If they are
found to have substance, we shall act
against the violators and enforce the

schedule strictly."

compelled many of these buyers. Includ
ing some who are working on important

★

★

★

defense orders, to change over to rail
transportation, which is more expensive.

Renard appointed acting chief,

Prior to December 10. Mr. Henderson
stated. Price Schedule No. 32 will be

printing and publishing branch

amended to

deal

with

these

matters.

An additional appendix will be added
establishing maximum prices for the
highly specialized grades of paperboard

used in a wide range of products and by
many industries. Some of these spe
cialty boards sell for hundreds of dollars

schedule.

a ton. The appendix will impose maxi
mum prices in this field at levels that

Furthermore, a number of paperboard
buyers have complained of hardship be

1941.

prevailed on a date prior to August 1,

Appointment of George A. Renard of

New York as acting chief of the printing
and publishing branch of the Division
of Civilian Supply was announced No
vember 6 by Joseph L. Weiner, deputy
director.

Mr. Renard Is executive secretary of
the National Association of Purchasing
Agents, having been connected with that
organization since 1928.
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Carded yarn and goods under contract before
July 21 to be keyed to 15.99-cent cotton

November 12, 1941

Discontinuance of steel cover

lids on cooking ranges asked
Manufacturers

Price Schedules No. 33 (Carded Cotton

Yarn) and No. 35 (Carded Grey and
Colored-yarn Cotton Goods) will be
amended in the near future

to revise

the provisions pertaining to maximum

prices for deliveries pursuant to con
tracts made prior to the effective dates
of these schedules, OPA Administrator
Henderson announced November 7.

The proposed amendments will allow
deliveries under contracts made before

provisions of the schedules insofar as
they apply to deliveries under contracts
made on or after July 21. Such deliveries
will be governed, as before, by the cotton
spot price of the day preceding that on

which the contract was made, regardless

have

been

asked

to

eliminate steel cover lids from domestic

cooking ranges by December 15, 1941, the
Office of Price Administration and the

Division of Civilian Supply, 0PM, an
nounced November 9.

to the dates when the schedules became

These tops, usually finished in baked
enamel, are used on many gas, electric,
kerosene, and gasoline stoves to cover the
cooking surface when the stove Is not

effective.

In use.

of whether it was below 15.99 cents.

The amendments, which are expected
to be issued this week, will be retroactive

July 21 to be carried out at maximum
prices corresponding to a "spot cotton
price" of 15.99 cents per pound.

further price
advEinces in petroleum products

OPA moves to block

Was keyed to spot cotton
Both price schedules established maxi
mum prices on a sliding scale keyed to

Moving to meet a succession of price
advances in many sectors of the oil indus

of 6'/2(J a gallon for 80 octane gasoline.

as well as numerous types of cardedyarn grey goods covered by Schedule No.

try, the Office of Price Administration

November

35, had not previously been subject to
maximum prices. In applying the slid

took steps November 7 to formalize its re
lations with companies in the industry by

whole country the move by OPA to block
further advances in prices.

ing scale formula to the yarns and to

requesting crude producers, refiners, and
marketers to refrain from making fur

Other recent advances in prices of
crude oil or refined products leading up

the price of spot cotton.

Carded yarns,

these types of fabrics, the schedules pro
vided that deliveries pursuant to pre-

ther advances.

schedule contracts should be carried out

Action was taken through telegrams

at not more than the applicable schedule

Conse

sent by Leon Henderson, administrator,
to all principal producers and purchasers
of crude oil, and through letters sent to
larger marketers of refined products.

quently, where a seller had unfilled book

The telegrams asked producers and

price correlated to the spot cotton price
of the day preceding that on which the
contract

of

sale

was

made.

ings dating back to the early spring, the
schedule required him to adjust his de

livery prices to the spot cotton prices
prevailing at that time, which were con
siderably lower than the current levels.

Same as combed yarns, grey goods
Behind the proposed amendment is the
desire of OPA to place yarns and textiles
newly covered by maximum prices on
the same footing as combed yarns and
grey goods previously subjected to maxi
mum prices under Price Schedules No. 7

and 11. In these cases, maximum prices
were established at fixed figures rather
than on a sliding scale. Hence, no write
down of contract prices was required
beyond the established ceilings. Those
maximum prices, as revised on July 21,
took account of the 15.99-cent spot cot
ton price prevailing on July 19.
The change to be made in Schedules

33 and 35 is thus designed to accord the
same treatment to carded yarn and to
drills, twills, denims, coverts, and other
cotton fabrics subjected to maximum

purchasers of crude oil to make no in
creases in the purchase price over the
prices prevailing as of October 1, 1941.

Notice and approval required
The letter to marketers asked that they

make no price advances in petroleum or
petroleum products without prior notice
and approval by OPA. Price increases
which must be submitted for approval in

clude contract or spot prices of petroleum
and all petroleum products, including re
finery, tank car, tank wagon, barge, retail
service station and other prices quoted by
the individual companies. These would
include gasoline, kerosene, burner oil,
heavy fuel oil, lubricating oil, and other
petroleum products.
The action of November 7 followed dis

patch of telegrams on November 5 to

7

in effect extended to the

to the action include an increase of 10

cents a bai'rel for Montana crude oil, an
advance from $1.35 to $1.55 a barrel for

bunker "C" fuel oil in the New York spot
market, and other minor but frequent
increases in tank car prices for gasoline,
kerosene, and fuel oil in various sections
of the country.
★

★

★

OEM presents first in series
of radio Variety Shows
The first in a series of Variety Shows,
presented by the Office for Emergency
Management, started Sunday night, No
vember 9, over the Mutual Broadcasting
System.

A theme song, "Keep "Em Rolling,"
written especially by Richard Rodgers
and Lorenz Hart for the show, was in
troduced.

Morton Gould was musical

conductor.

As master of ceremonies, Clifton Fadlman Interviewed Donald M. Nelson, Di

heads of Consolidated Oil Corporation,

rector of Priorities.

Texas Co., and Standard Oil Co. (Indi
ana) asking them to meet in Washington

bright, of the Case School of Applied
Science, was interviewed about spider
breeding and how spiders' webs are used
for defense purposes.
Maurice Evans appeared in a drama
tization of "Valley Forge," written by
Maxwell Anderson, and Ethel Merman

on November 10 to discuss advances In

crude oil prices posted by subsidiaries in
North Texas oil fields. Telegrams had

prices for the first time in these sched

also been sent November 5 to 22 inde

ules.

pendent Gulf Coast refiners asking them
to observe the OPA-approved cargo price

No revision will be made of the present

The telegrams and letters sent out

sang.

Professor John Al

★
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PURCHASES...
Brlggs Manufacturing Co., Detroit. Mich.;

§549,712,265 War Department contracts
cleared October 30 through November 5
Defense contracts totaling $549,712,265

were awarded by the War Department
and cleared by the Division of Purchases,
Office of Production Management, dur

ing the period October 30 through No
vember 5. This compares with a total
of $242,968,022 for the previous week.
Candler-Hill Corporation, Detroit, Mich.;
fuel pumps; $820,900.

Sperry Gyroscope Co.. Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.;
automatic pilots: $781,524.
manifold

Singer Manufacturing Company, Elizabeth,
N. J., and Bridgeport. Conn.; acquisition of

Pa.: gun mounts, spare pai-ts, etc.; $503,047.
Manistee Iron Works. Manistee, Mich.:

presses; $1,153,239.
Heidrich Tool and Die Corporation. De
troit, Mich.; presses: $601,207.

pressure

gauges;

$628,320,
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Firestone Steel

Products Division. Akron, Ohio; oxygen cyl
inders; $630,729.

Curtiss-Wright
Corporation.
Airplane
Division. Buffalo, N. T.; airplanes and parts;
$107,434,037.

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank,
Calif.; airplanes and parts; $92,277,800.
The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis,
Mo.; machine gun turrets; $20,029,362.

Harvey. 111.): parts of tanks; $4,048,209.
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

(for manufacture at Western Electric Co.,
Point Breeze, Md.); cable and reels; $521,196.

Teletype Corporation, Chicago, Dl.; tele
type equipment; $957,178.

Plant Corporation agreement of lease.)
Diesel

Engine

Co..

Garland.

Tex.; estabii2bment of a plant for manufac
ture of tank engines; $2,411,097. (Defense
Plant Corporation agreement of lease.)
Aviation Manufacturing Corporation (Lycoming Division), WUiiamsport, Pa.; con
struction of plant at WUiiamsport, together
with machinery and equipment for use
therein and for use in existing plant for
manufacture of aircraft engines; $3,714,377.
(Defense Plant Corporation

agreement

of

Jacobs Aircraft Engine Co.. Pottstown, Pa,;

T. L, Jamea & Co.. Inc., Rxiston. La.; grad
ing. draining and paving. Advanced Single
Engine Flying School. Lake Charles, La.;
$1,301,443.

A- Pranell Blair, Decatur, Ga.; construction

of warehouses and engineering sheds. Atlanta
General Depot, Conley. Ga.; $2,739,954.

Morrlson-Knudsen Co., Los Angeles, Calif.;

construction of supplemental water supply
including

able tools to be used in the production of
fire control equipment: $2,500,000. (Defense

lease.)

CONSTRUCTION

system

additional machinery, equipment and dur-

Guiberson

Guiberson Diesel Engine CO.. Chicago, Bl,
(for manufacture at The Buda Co Plant.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., Bridge
Conn.;

of lease.)

Graybar Electric Co., Inc.. New York, N. Y.

AIRCRAFT

port,

establishment of plant with equipment for
manufacture of aircraft gun turrets; $8,848,643. (Defense Plant Corporation agreement

utilities,

Camp

Haan,

Calif.; $523,944.

constructing and equipping plant at Potts
town,

Pa., and

additional

machinery

and

equipment for use in existing plant; $13.-

077.727.

(Defense Plant Corporation agree

ment of lease.)

Niles-Bement-Pond Co. (Pratt & Whitney
Division). West Hartford. Conn.; acquisition
and installation of additional plant facilities
at its existing plant at West Hartford. Conn.,
for manufacture of machine tools; $405,000.

(Defense Plant Corporation
lease.)

agreement of

Fairchild Engine Se Airplane Corporation.
Fairchild

Aircraft

Division.

Hagerstown,

Md.; airplanes and parts: $4,320,909.
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Santa Monica,
Calif.; airplanes and spare parts; $78,264,093.
Glenn L. Martin Co., Baltimore, Md.; tur
ret assemblies; $19,007,247.

General Motors Corporation, Allison Divi
sion. Indianapolis, £nd.;

aeronautical en

gines; $124,459,170.
Bendix Aviation Corporation. Pioneer In
strument Division, Bendix, N,

J.;

aircraft

instruments; $10,753,723.

Square D Company. Kollsman Instrument
Division, Elmhurst, N. T.; pilot tubes, alti
meters. tachometer indicators, etc.; $2,997,563.

Bendix Aviation Corporation, Eclipse Avia
tion Division, Bendix. N. J.; supercharger

regulator assemblies: ^.208.450.

Bendix Aviation Corporation, Pioneer In
strument Division, Bendix, M. J.. altimeters;
$1,686,830.

Air Cruisers, Inc.. Clifton. N. J.; oxygen

cylinders; $1,047,592.
Ohandler-Bvans Corporation, South Meri-

den. Conn.; fuel pumps; $1,320,877.

Railroads modify shipping regulations to
save 250,000 tons of paperboard a year
Modifications of regulations governing
the shipping of freight in corrugated
and solid fibre shipping containers,
which are expected to save approxi
mately 10 percent of the paperboard
used in that manner, have been put into
effect on American railroads as a result
of cooperation by the railroads with the
containers branch of the Office of Pro
duction Management,

With the approval of Commissioner

In the past, corrugated boxes made to
cany 40 pounds or less had to be made

of a combination of materials having a
total thickness of 41 thousandths of an
inch.

This thickness has been reduced

so that boxes which will carry up to 20
pounds need have a thickness of only 27
thousandths of an inch with a sUghUy
heavier thickness for boxes in the 20 to

40 pounds bracket.

Similarly, boxes to

ORDNANCE

merce Conunission, an order modifying

carry up to 90 pounds may now be made
of one facing 30 tliousandths of an inch

International Harvester Co., Chicago, vIU.:
gun carriages: $2,476,876.

the container regulations has been issued

in thickness and one of 16 thousandths

by the classification committee of the

in place of two facings, each 30 thou
sandths of an inch thick, formerly

Byron Jackson Co., Los Angeles,

C. B. Aitchison of the Interstate Com

Calif.;

recoil mechanisms: $1,163,844.

Association of American Railroads.

Worthington Pump & Machinery Corpora
tion. Hoiyoke, Mass.; gun moimts: $6,147,400.

United Shoe Machinery Corporation, Bev
erly, Mass.; guns; $1,725,000.
Pullman-Standard Car Mfg.

Co.,

Ham

mond, Ind.; gun can-iages; $950300.
Weilmaii Engineering Co., Cleveland. Ohio,
barbette carriages; $3,485,420.
Western Austin Co.. Aurora. 111.; gun car
riages; $1,609,020.

General Electric Co., Erie, Pa.; howitzers,
$885,699.

Yoder

Co..

Cleveland,

Ohio;

guns;

$7,000,000.

American Type Founders, Inc.. Elizabeth,
N. J.;

recoil mechanisms; $537,649,

Munitions Mlg. Corporation. Poughkeepsle.
N. T. (Subsidiary of International Business

Machines, N. Y.); guns: $0,300,000.
Camptieli. Wyant & Cannon Foundry Co.,
Muskegon, Mich.; t.nnir tracks; $2,246,869.

UiUer Printing Machinery Co., Pittfibuigb,

The effect of the modification will be

required.

to provide for defense uses between 250,-

In addition to this liberalization of

000 and 300.000 tons of paperboard per

weight requirements, the size limitations

year without using any additional raw

have also been broadened.

materials or supplies.

tainers branch of OPM believes that dis

The containers

branch of OPM believes this will enable

The con

tribution costs of goods shipped in the

the fibre box manufacturers to meet all

new containers will be materially re

present shipping container demands.

duced.

The new specifications were proposed
by the simplification committee of the

"This action is an excellent illustra
tion of the results that can be achieved

Association of American Railroads after

through the willing cooperation of for
ward looking industry groups in the de

consultation with the conservation com
mittee of the fibre box manufacturers.

Hearings were held by the railroad com
mittee in various sections of the country.

fense program," said OPM Purchases Di
rector MacKeachie, to whose Divisioa
the containers branch Is attached.
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301 Certificates of Necessity for plant
expansion issued to 217 corporations
A total of 301 Certificates of Necessity

were issued to 217 corporations from
October 1 to 15, inclusive, the National
Defense Advisory Commission has an

nounced. These certificates were issued
in connection with the construction and

acquisition of new plant and manufac

Calif.;

Bohn Aluminum & Brass Corporation, De
aluminum extruded rods for

forglngs; $20,000.

Corporation,

New

Briggs & Stratton Corporation. Milwaukee,
Wise.; bomb parts and fuses; $75,000.

The Brooklyn Union Gas Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y.; toluol, xylol, benzol; $21,000.

which was $66,478,000.

Vt.; internal grinders; $16,000.

A compilation of firms for the first half
of October and estimated cost of facili
ties follows:
Ace Drill Co., Detroit Mich.; high speed
twist drills; $38,000.

Acme Grain Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; grain
storage; $5,000.
Acme Pattern & Tool Co., Inc., Dayton,

jigs,

dies,

patterns

and

castings;

9112,000.

Aero

Parti

Manulacturing

Co.,

Inc.,

Wichita, Kan3.; aircraft sheet metal, 859.000.
African

Bryant Chucking Grinder Co.. Springfield,
Burgess-Norton Mfg. Co.. Geneva, 111.; tank
parts; $54,000.

Cal-Aero

Corporation,

pilot training

and

Glendale,

airplane

Calif.;

maintenance;

$284,000.

$1,282,864,000.

Ohio:

Castle.

Ind.; electric steel ingots end gears; $246,000.

turing facilities, the estimated cost of
This brings the total issued through
October 15 to 2,833. The cost of facil
ities covered to date was estimated at

Metala

Corporation.

New

York.

N. Y.; cobalt metal and oxide; $400,000.

Agawam Aircraft Products, Inc.. Sag Har
bor, Ij, I.. N. Y.; machined parts for airplanes;
»40,000.

Alrco TjoI Co., Santa Monica, Calll.; air
craft tools of all kinds; 933,000.

Aircraft & Diesel Equipment Corporation,

Chicago. Ill-; precision parts foi aircraft en
gines; $20,000.
The Alliance Machine Co., Alliance, Ohio;

Aluminum Company of

America, Pitts

burgh, Pa.; screw machine products, $59,000.
The American Brake "hoe & Foundry Co.,

electrical wives and cables; $407,000.

General Chemical Co.. New York, N. Y.; sulfurlc acid; $887,000.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.;

aircraft generators and electric turret con
trols; $243,000.

General Iron Works

Co.. Denver, Colo.;

gears and turret lathes; $27,000.
General Motors Corporation, Detroit. Mich.;

aircraft engine bearings and truck parts;
$160,000.

Glsholt Machine Co., Madison, Wis.; turret
and automatic lathes, etc.; $97,000.

Goddard & Goddard Co., Detroit, Mich.;

cutters, reamers, special tools, etc.; $37,000.
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron,
Ohio; barrage balloons, life rafts, vests, etc.;
$103,000.

Gorman Heat Treating Corporation. Spring

The Canton Drop Forging & Manufactur
ing Co.. Canton, Ohio; airplane motor parta

field, Mass.; heat treating of steel; $20,000.

and tank fcrglngs; $520,000.
Carolina Aluminum Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.;

planers, machine tools; $24,000.

carbon electrodes, pig aluminum and power;

beat transfer apparatus; $36,000.

$545,000.

Carrollton Corporation, Limestone, N, Y.;

quartz gravel and conglomerate: $52,000.
Charleston Shipbuilding & Drydock Co.,
Charleston, S. C.;

fleet tugs; $1,050,000.

The Chicago Roller-Skate Co , Chicago, III.;
M-21 boosters; $11,000.

Clark Equipment Co.. Buchanan. Mich.;
truck transmissions and housings; $8,000.
The Cleveland Automatic Machine Co.,
Cleveland. Ohio; automatic screw machines

The

G. A.

Gray

Co.,

Cincinnati,

Ohio;

The Griscom-Russell Co.. New York, N. Y.;
Hagemeister's
storage; $3,000.

Inc.,

Potter,

Nebr.;

grain

Allan Hancock College of Aeronautics,
Santa Maria, Calif.; fiylng instructions;
$2,000.

Hanlon-Gregory

Galvanizing

Co.,

Pitts

burgh, Pa.; pickling, oiling, galvanizing, etc.,
of steel and plates; $93,000.

Hanson-Van Wlnkle-Munnlng Co., Matawan, N. J.; machines tor electroplating and
treating processes; $15,000.

and parts; $59,000.
The Cleveland Crane & Engineering Co.,
WlckllfTe, Ohio; overhead cranes, tramrails.

$357,000.

etc., $10,000.
The Cleveland

Mich.; screw machine products; $13,000.

Cogsdlll

Twist

Harshaw Chemical Co., Cleveland, Ohio;

vitreous enamel, cadmium, glycerine, etc.;
Hastings

Tractor

Co.,

Cleveland,

Ohio; high-speed military tractors; $16,000.
Drill

Co.,

Inc.,

Detroit,

Colgate-Larsen Aircraft Co., Long Island,
N. Y.; aircraft parts; $26,000.
Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa;

radio equipment; $20,000.
Continental-Diamond

Manufacturing

Co.,

Hastings,

Ernest Holmes Company, Inc., Chattanooga,
Tenn.; automobile wreckers; $34,000.

Inland Steel Co., Chicago, HI.; ore for pig

Mich.; twist drills, reamers, etc.; $9,000.

Bteel castings and parts for cranes; $50,000.

Angeles,

General American Tiansportatlon Corpora

Bliss & Laughlin, Inc., Harvey, Bl.; strain

Borg-Warner

Corporation, Los

aircraft coolers, Inter-ccolers, etc.;

tion, Chicago, III.; tank cars; $3,036,000.
General Cable Corporation, New York, N. Y.;

annealing of steel; $60,000.
troit, Mich.;

Garrett

$24,000.

iron and plates; $822,000.

International

Elevator

Co.,

Minneapolis,

Minn.; grain storage; $6,000.

International Graphite & Electrode Corpo
Fibre

Co., Newark,

ration. St. Marys, Pa,; graphite electrodes;

New York, N. Y.; castings, brake shoes, etc.;

Del.; vulcanized fibre and vulcord; $50,000.

$496,000.

(516,000.

The Couch-Dthe Co., Elyrla, Ohio; auto
matic screw machine products; $28,000.
Covel Manufacturing Co., Benton Harbor,

York, N. Y.; refined nickel, cylinders, plungers,

American Chain & Cabie Co., Inc., Bridge

port, Conn.; steel castings and annor piercing
cores; $189,000.

American Lava Corporation, Chattanooga,
Tenn.; Insulation parts for radios, $408,000.
American Locomotive Co., New York, N. Y.;

turret and cupola race rings, and gun car
riages; $93,000.
The

American

Monorail

Co.,

Cleveland,

Ohio; monorail cranes, etc.; $16,000.

Apex Machine Co., Chicago, Dl.; special ma

Mich.; machine tools; $6,000.

Detroit Tap & Tool Co., Hamtramck, Mich.;

gages, gears, taps, and thread tools; $42,000.
The Dixie Mercerizing Co., Chattanooga,
Tenn.; combed cotton yarn; $33,000.
The Dow Chemical Co., Midland. Mich.;

aniline, phenol, and monochlorbenzol; 91,086,000.

The International Nickel Co., Inc., New
etc.; $61,000.

Iron Fireman Manufacturing Co., Portland,
Oreg.; machining of aircraft parts; $4,000.

Isolantite Inc., Belleville. N. J.; Insulators
for radio equipment; $7,000,

Ithaca Gun Company, Inc., Ithaca, N. Y.;
pistols, shotguns, and parts; $30,000.
Johnston Manufacturing Co., Charlotte,
N. C.; 2-ply cotton yarn; $57,000.

Kearney it Trecker Corporation. Milwaukee,

E C. Atkins and Co , Indianapolis, Ind.;

The East Dayton Tool & Die Co., Dayton.
Ohio; gages, tools, dies, fixtiu-es. etc.; $158,000.

Wis.; milling machines; $1,191,000.

saws and parts; $11,000.
Atlantic Basin Iron Works. Brooklyn, N. Y.;
steamship repairs; $3,000.
Atlantic Elevator Co., Minneapolis, Minn.;

The Palk Corporation, Milwaukee. Wis.;
gear reducing units; $15,000.

marine surface condensers, $68,000.

Farmers Elevator Co. of Wllllston, Williston, N. D.; grain storage; $11,000.

pistols, cartridges, signals, etc.; $11,000.

chines, tools, dies, etc.; $256,000.

grain storage; $8,000.

The Baker-Raulang Co., Cleveland, Ohio;
machined parts for trucks, cranes, etc.;
The Barrett Co., New York, N. Y.; dUtUllng
tar for chemicals; $17,000.

The Bauer Brothers Co., Springfield, Ohio;

machining of shells; $60,000.
Bell Aircraft Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.;
pursuit planes, gxm mounts, etc.; $465,000.
Benrus Watch Co., New York, N. Y.; parts
for fuses and aircraft Instnunents; $2,000.
Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa.; re

and

PedersJ-Mogul Corporation, Detroit. Mich.;
bronze bushings and parts for aircraft mo

$20,000.

pair

The Federal Bearings Co., Inc., Poughkeepsle. New York; ball bearings; $213,000.

alteration

of vessels, pig

Iron;

$1,726,000.

The Bignall Co.. Medina, N. Y.; grey iron
and brass castings; $6,000.

Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; machining
of armor castings, $174,000,

tors; $32,000.

The M. W. Kellogg Co., Jersey City, N. J.;
Kilgore Manufacturing Co., Tipp City, Ohio;

Kollmorgen Optical Corporation, Brooklyn,
N. Y.; submarine periscopes; $43,000.
Koppers Co., Baltimore, Md.; aircraft cata
pults; $36,000,

Laclede-Chrlsty Clay Products Co., St. Louis,
Mo.; fire brick; $792,000.

The Fellows Gear Shaper Co.. Springfield,
Vt.; gear finishing machines, etc.; $239,000.
Ferracute Machine Co.. Bridgeton, N. J.;

forglngs; $7,000.

machine tools, etc.; $115,000.

tools, fixtures, gauges, etc.; $23,000.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio;

rubber products; $35,000.
Flrth-Sterllng Bteel Co., McEeesport, Pa.;
carbide dies & tools; $17,000.

Ladlsh Drop

Forge

Co.,

Cudahy, Wis.;

LaSalle Tool & Gauge, Inc., Detroit, Mich.:
Lawler Automatic

Controls, Inc., Mount

Vernon, N. Y.; thermostatic valves and regu
lators; $8,000.

gun

R. G. LeTourneau, Inc., Peoria, Dl.; earth
moving machinery; $175,000.
The Locomotive Finished Material Co..

The Fulton Sylphon Co., Knoxvllle, Tenn.;

Atchlson, Kans,; hoist castings, ring castings,

fuzes and parts, cartridge cases, etc.; $14,000.

milling machines: $97,000.
The Iionghorn Portland Cement Co., San
Antonio, Tex.; cement; $42,000.

Floorola Products, mc., York, Pa.;
parts; $3,000.

The Fyr-Fyter Co.. Dayton, Ohio; decontamlnator Instruments, etc.; 921,000.

★
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Lukeos Steel Co.. CoatesvlUe. Pa.; carbon

and alloy steel plates; $79,000.
Macblett Laboratortes, Inc., Sprtngdale.
Cona.; x-ray tubes and rectifying valves;
»94.000.

Mansbacb Metal Company, Inc., Ashlaod,

Ey.; scrap iron and other metals; $42,000.
Marmon-Herrington

Company,

Inc.,

In

dianapolis. Ind.; armored vehicles; $512,000.
Marquette Metal Products Co., Cleveland,
Ohio; precision machined parts; $50,000.
The McKlnney Tool & Mfg. Co.. Cleveland.
Ohio;

drill chucks, fixtures, dies, machine

★
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The Perry-Fay Co., Elyrla, Ohio; shells,
fuze parts, primers, etc.; $119,000.

The Henry O. Thompson & Son Co., New
Haven. Conn.; saw blades and parts; . $7,000.

Pettlbone Mulltken Corporation, Chicago,
ni.; gun carriages and parts; $303,000.
Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesvllle, Okla.;
too octane aviation gasoline; $30,000.
The Pipe Machinery Co.. Cleveland, Ohio;
machine tools and parts, $8,000.
Plttsbmgh Corning Corporation. Pitts
burgh, Pa.; glass insulation; $300,000.
Pittsburgh Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; me

chanical and pressure tubing; $48,000.
Pittsburgh Steel Foundry Corporation,

TlQtjen & Lang Dry Dock Co., Hoboken,
N. J.; repairing, converting, etc. of vessels;
$1,310,000.

Todd-Callfornla Shlpbutldlng Corporation.
Oakland. Calif.; magnesium metal; $3,370,000.

Troy Engine & Machine Co.. Troy, Pa.;
steam engines and parts; $18,000.
UrUon Mills Co., Monroe, N.
yarn; $51,000.

C.;

cotton

United Aircraft Corporation, East Hart
ford, Conn.; aircraft engines and parts;

tools, etc.; $93,030.

Glassport, Pa.; steel castings, $146,000.

$4,261,000.

B. Mercll & Sons Plating Co.. Chicago, 111.;
brass plating o{ tank parts; $50,000.
Mergenthaler
Linotype
Co..
Brooklyn,

Plantation Pipe Line Co.. New York, N. Y.',
piping of petroleum; $19,265,000.

Potgeter Grain Company. Inc.. Eagle Grove,
Iowa; grain storage; $6,000.

The United States Graphite Co., Saginaw,
Mich.; carbon packing engine rings; $3,000.
United States Industrial Chemicals. Inc.,
New York. N. Y.; ethyl alcohol; $378,000.

The Producto
Conn.;
milling

Machine Co., Bridgeport,
machines and
fixtures;

bullet sealing airplane tanks; $6,000.

iKiget Sound Machinery Depot, Seattle,

York. N, Y.; ferro alloys; $1,439,000.

N. Y.; telescope mounts; $1,000.
Metal Door & Trim Co., LaPorte, Ind., air

craft sheet metal parts; $15,000.

Michigan D!e Casting Co., Detroit, Mich.;
receive plate for auto guns, $14,000.
Midland Machine Corporation, Chicago,
U!.; turret lathes, etc.; $216,000.

Mid-State Pi^ozen Egg Corporation, Chi
cago. III.; dried eggs; $203,000.

Mine Safety Appliances Co.. Pittsburgh,
The Monarch Machine Tool Co., Sidney.

Ohio; lathes, metal working; $22,000.
Montana Elevator Co., Great Falls, Mont.;
grain storage, $20,000.
The Mosler Safe Co., Hamilton, Ohio; ma
chine tool parts; $21,000.
Nantahala Power & Light Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; electric power; $20,000.
The National Acme Co.. Cleveland, Ohio;

machine tools, airplane wheels and brakes;
$136,000.

National Carbon Company, Inc., New York,
N. Y.; graphite and carbon electrodes;
$843,000.

Waupun,

Rivet

Wls.;

&

Manufacturing

aluminum aircraft

Co.,

rivets;

$378,000.

The Negaunee Mine Co., Cleveland, Ohio;
New Orleans & Lower Coast Railroad Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.; export transportation of ex

plosives; $70,000.
Northern Equipment Co.. Erie. Pa.; boiler
feed regulators, valves, etc.; $6,000.
Norton Co.. Worcester, Mass.; alundum ore;
$105,000.
The O. K. Tool Co., Shelton, Conn.; ma
chine tools; $60,000.
The Ohio Crankshaft Co.. Cleveland, Ohio;
crankshafts and camshafts; $31,000.

The Ohio Knife Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio; ma

chine tool parts; $8,000.

OH Wsll Supply Co.. Dallas. Tex.; machin
ing of shells; $61,000.
Omaha Elevator Co., Omaha, Nebr.; grain
storage; $59,000.

Oregon-Washington Railroad and Transpor
tation Co.. Omaha, Nebr.; railroad transporta
tion; $8,000,

The Osborn Manufacturing Co., Cleveland,

Ohio; foundry equipment; $8,000.
Osborne-McMlllan

Elevator

Co.,

Minne

apolis, Minn.; grain storage; $3,000.
Pacific Car Sc Foundry Co.. Renton, Wash.;
cranes and machining of airplane parts;
$9,000.

Coast Aggregates, San Francisco,

Calif.: concrete aggregates. $84,000.
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.. San Francisco,

Calif.; electric energy; $7,000.
Parish Pressed Steel Co., Reading, Pa.; am
munition

accessories,

gun. carriages,

etc.;

$140,000.

The Park Drop Forge Co., Cleveland, Ohio;
dies, craiikshaft forgings; $1,000.
Perm-Jersey
Shipbuilding
Corporation,
Camden, N. J.; construction and repair of
ships; $409,000.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.; transportation; $47,000,

Corporation of America, New

Ohio; processing of armor plate; $6,000.
Victoria Elevator Co.. Minneapolis, Minn.;
grain storage; $17,000.
Watervllle Union Grain Co., WatervUle,
Wash.; grain storage; $16,000.

Qulncy Adams Yacht Yard, Inc., Qulncy,
Red River Elevator Co.. Moorhead, Minn.;
grain storage; $7,000.
Reichhold Chemicals. Inc.. Detroit. Mich.;
phthalic anhydride, synthetic resins, etc.;
$971,000.

The Reld Avery Co.. Baltimore, Md,; arc
weldii^ electrodes; $34,000.
The Reliance Foundry Co. Cincinnati,
Ohio; gray iron castings; $18,000.
Republic Aviation Corporation, Farming-

dale. L. I.. N. Y.;

pursuit type airplanes;

$5,000.

Robblns & Myers, Inc., Springfield, Ohio;
avlgatlon instrument parts; $58,000.

Ross-Meehan

Foundries,

Chattanooga,

Term.; steel castings; $63,000.
Rotary Electric Steel Co.. Warren Town

alloy steel

billets and

bars;

$135,000.

MlUng Co., Minneapolis,

Mmn.; grain storage; $74,000.
Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego,
Calif,; training of pilots; $36,000.

The St. Anthony Se Dakota Elevator Co.,

Iron ore; $2,605,000.

Vanadium

The Van Dorn Iron Works Co., Cleveland.

Pump Engineering Service Corporation,
Cleveland. Ohio; fuel pumps, valves, etc.;

Russell Miller

The National Twist 'Drill le Tool Co., De
troit, Mich.; twist drills, etc.; $2,000.

United States Rubber Co.. New York. N. Y.;

$46,000.

ship. Mich.;

National Tube Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.; forg-

ings, unleaded bomb shells; $183,000.

Pacific

Wash.; boilers; $50,000.

Mass.; submarine chasers; $6,000.

Pa.; confidential products; $401,000.

National

$20,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.; grain storage; $5,000.

Prank L. Sample Jr.. Inc.. Boothbay Harbor,
Maine; wooden mine sweepers; $39,000.

Watervllet Tool Co.. Inc.. Albany. N. Y.;
reamers, etc.; $117,000.

Wehj- Steel Co., Milwaukee. Wise.; cast ar
mor plate, castings, etc.; $43,000.

Western Die Casting Co., Emeryville. Calif.;
dies and die casts for aircraft; $3,000.

Western Electric Co.. Inc.. New York. N. Y.;
testing equipment for field wire; $4,000.

Western Foundry Co., Portland. Oreg.; cast
ings for ship parts; 850,000.
White Fuel Corporation, South
Mass.; oil storage: $133,000.
Conn,; rolls for roller chains; $23,000.

The Wlckes Boiler Co., Saginaw, Mich.;
boilers; $43,000.

Winter-Truesdell-Dlercks Co., Minneapolig,
Minn.; grnln storage; $5,000.

Woodworth

Elevator

Co.,

Minneapolis,

Minn.; grain storage; $12,000.

Worth Spinning Co., Stony Point, N. C.;
textiles; $48,000.

Yarnall-Waring

Co.,

Philadelphia,

boring mills; $36,000.

York Ice Machinery Corporation, York, Pa.;
refrigeration equipment; $13,000.

$65,000.

town. Ohio: pig iron; $1,250,000.

The

Schatz

Manufacturing

Co.,

Pough-

Pa.;

valves, steam traps, gages, etc.; $40,000.
The Yoder Co., Cleveland, Ohio; horizontal

Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co.. Sandusky. Ohio; centrlfugally cast products;

keepsie. N. Y.; aircraft ball bearings; $26,000.

Boston,

The Whitney Chain & Mfg. Co., Hartford,

Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co.. Youngs-

Zenith Foundry Co., West Allls, Wls.; grey
iron' eastings, $21,000.

"ITie Wm. Schollhorn Co.. New Haven,
Conn.; pller action hand tools; $6,000.

★

Shell Oil Company. Inc.. New York, N. Y.;

llr

★

nitration grade toluene; $606,000.

SKF

Industries,

Inc..

Philadelphia,

Pa.;

ball and roller bearings; $115,000.

Sloss-Sheffleld Steel & Iron Co., Birming
ham, Ala.; coke for manufacturing of pig
Iron, etc.; $176,000.

Smith it Wesson. Inc., Springfield, Mass.;
guns, etc.; $200,000.
P. L. Smiths Machine Co., Inc., New York

City; aircraft engine parts and machine tools;
$54,000.

Spartan Aircraft Co.. Tulsa, Okla.;

air

planes and parts; $25,000.
Standard Alcohol

N. Y.;

consultant in textile branch
The appointment of George H. Lanier
as textile finishing consultant In the tex

tile, clothing, and equipage branch, Divi
sion of Purchases, OPM, was announced
by Robert R. Guthrie, Assistant Director
of Purchases.

Co., New York, N, Y.;

ethyl alcohol, etc.; $3,277,000.
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, New

York,

George H. Lanier

transportation of petroleum;

$86,000.

★

The L. 8. Starrett Co.. Athol. Mass.; ma

chinists'

precision

tools

and

Mr. Lanier has been as

sociated with J. B. Warne, Inc., of New
York City, as vice president, for the past
11 years.
★

★

hacksaws;

$52,000.

The Steel Tank St Pipe Co. of Oregon, Port
land, Oreg.; ore reduction pots, etc.; $26,000.

Stewart-Warner Corporation, Chicago, III.;
fuzes, etc.; $17,000.

Tecumseh Products Co., Tecumseh, Mich.;
projectiles; $91,000.
Templeton. Kenly & Co.. Inc., Chicago, 111.;
Industrial Jacks, etc.; $37,000.

Textile Machine Works, Reading, Pa.; ma
chine gun parts, etc.; $187,000.

Shireman named consultant
The appointment of John Shireman
as hosiery consultant in the textile, cloth
ing, and equipage branch. Division of

Purchases. OPM, was announced by Rob
ert R, Guthrie, assistant director of

purchases.

★
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TRANSPORTATION...
Truck survey

Shoemaker appointed
consultant on refrigerated
warehousing

annmg

j says Rogers

use and re

vehicle departments and the Public
Roads and Works Projects Administra

Ralph Budd, Transportation Commis

current survey of motor transportation
facilities was asked November 3 by John

tions of the Federal Works Agency are

sioner, announced November 4 the ap

Every truck and

pointment of J. Raymond yhoemaker,

L. Rogers, chairman of the Central Motor
Transportation Committee, in order that

bus owner has already received or will

president of the Hygeia Refrigerating
Co., Elmira, N. Y., as consultant on re

The fullest cooperation of all bus and
truck operators with the Government's

defense ofBcials might plan effectively
for the best use of trucks and buses in the
event of a national emergency:

Mr. Rogers said in a report to Ralph

making the inventory.

shortly receive a questionnaire card to
fill out with complete information about

each vehicle, and an answer to the ques
tion, 'In case of an emergency would you
voluntarily hire or lease vehicle to a
Federal Agency?'

Budd, Tiansportation Commisisoner,
that in making recommendations to the

Age and kind asked

OQce of Production Management on the

"We do not expect every truck owner
to answer 'yes' to this question. In many

production of trucks and truck parts, his
committee "cannot be expected to take

cases their trucks will already be engaged
in

essential

services

and

cannot

be

account of truck needs as to which it is

spared.

not fully Informed."

Information on these trucks as well as

But the Government must have

all others in order to plan the produc

Detailed infonnation sought

tion of'trucks and truck parts to meet

"The Government is now spending a
considerable sum in an attempt to get

all requirements under the national de
fense program. It is necessary to know

detailed information on every truck,
freight trailer, and bus in the country,"
Mr. Rogers pointed out. "State motor-

the age and kind of trucks in essential
services in order to plan replacements as
they are required."

frigerated warehousing in the Trans
portation

Division

of

the

Office

for

Emergency Management.

Mr. Shoemaker will handle problems
relating to the handling and storage of
perishable food products, including lendlease commodities. He will work with the
various procurement agencies of the
Government in the Interest not only of
seeing that their requirements are met,
but that the most economical and effi
cient use is made of available cold stor
age facilities to meet the needs of both

domestic and export requirements.
★

★

★

Farmmachine ratingsextended;
broad plan being devised to
provide equipment for 1942

1,512 new defense homes
completed. Palmer reports

CARLOADINGS DROP

Provisions of the Farm Machinery and

Revenue freight car loadings during the

for families of defense workers and en

week ended November 1, totaled 894,739,
an increase of 12.6 percent over the 794,797 cars loaded during the corresponding
week in 1940, but a decrease of about
19,000 cars under the loadings for the

listed personnel had been completed dur

week ended October 25.

Charles F. Palmer, Coordinator of De
fense Housing, announced November 4
that 1,512 new publicly financed homes

ing the week ending November 1, making
a

total of 48,084 now ready for occu

pancy.

397 going into constraction
With 397 homes going into construc

tion during the week, the total of publicly

For the year to Noveml>er 1, a total of
44 weeks, 35,816,105 cars have been
loaded as compared to 30,654,313 during
the corresponding period in 1940 or an
Increase of 16.8 percent.
CARLOADINGS—WEEK ENDED NOVEMBER I

financed homes now being built or com

pleted reached 102,182.

IMO

Percent
Increase

Federal funds have already been al
lotted for 123,379 defense homes.
PHA-inspected

privately

financed

homes started during the week, totaled
3,688. Since January 1941, 186,530 such
homes have gone into construction.
The total number of dormitory units
for occupancy by single defense workers
has reached 5,210.

Qrain acd gra^n prod
ucts

Livestock
Coal

38,852
16.821

102.303
44, 472
59, 378
I(8,»21
401,244

894.739

794,707

12, 748

Coke

Forest products

Qre
MercbftodUe 1. c. I
Miscellaneous....
Total...

35,592
19,820
I2i. 30S
12,360
40. B72
62,042
155, 303
343,503

Cimialativfr—44we^t. 35, SIS, IDS 30.654,313

0.7

.04
29.6
3.2
8.8
4.8
2.3
1S.B
12. e
16.8

Equipment Rating Plan which would
have expired October 31 were extended

until November 30 by an order issued
November 1 by Priorities Director Nelson.
These provisions, Included in Prefer
ence Rating Order P-33 Issued August
20, assigned the highest civilian prefer
ence rating, B-1, to deliveries of mate
rials to manufacturers needing them for
production of new farm machinery.

Broader plan under way
Extension of the plan is necessary so
that there will be no break in the con

tinuity of the farm equipment program.
Work is under way on a broader plan to
make materials available for new ma

chinery to carry out the Department of
Agriculture's expanded 1942 food pro
duction program.

Another order grants an A-10 rating
on deliveries of materials necessary for
the production of parts for the repair
and maintenance of existing farm equip
ment. This plan (P-32) expires Febru

ary 14. 1942, and is not affected by the
extension of P-32.

★
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Wickard against more than 110 percent
of parity in proposed farm ceiling
Efforts to raise the proposed ceiling on
some farm products to "well above 110
percent of parity" were opposed by Secre
tary of Agriculture Wickard speaking last
week on the National Radio Forum.

"I am against these proposals for two
reasons," the Secretary said, "First, they
would tend to make price control ineffec
tive. Prices for any product, whether
farm or factory, should not be allowed to
go to unreasonable heights. If the price
control bill is to prevent inflation, it must
have authority to keep prices from going
too high.

Equality is the goal
"Second. Agriculture stands to lose a
lot of good will if people get the idea the
farmers are Insisting on too much. It
has taken us a long time to sell the coun
try on the idea of equality for the farmer.
Let's keep it sold.

"I am also opposed to the proposal to
Increase the loan rate on cotton, corn,

wheat, rice, and tobacco, the so-called
basic commodities, to 100 percent of par

ity. The loan rate is now 85 percent of
parity, and I think that high enough be
cause the payments to farmers cooperat
ing in the farm program are bringing
their total return to parity. To raise the
loan rate on corn, for example, would
raise the price of feed pretty sharply and
this would increase the cost of producing

milk, eggs, meat, and other foods. In
turn, the price of some foods would have
to be raised considerably above parity.
This would hurt consumers now and

Fair prices foster productioD
"There are still other reasons why the

100 percent of parity proposal, is. in my
opinion, unwise. The high loan would

of it, and to get it. we must assure fair

to make plans for their States immedi
ately and enlist the county defense

prices for farmers.

"What do I mean by fair prices? Gen
erally speaking, I mean parity prices.
When farmers began to complain about

Jow prices after the first World War, Con
gress decided that during the 1909-1914
period farm prices were just about right
by comparison with other prices. So
that period is used as a yardstick to de
termine parity prices.
"I think the country has come to accept
the parity principle for agriculture and
wants farmers to get parity. The agri
cultural legislation enacted by the Con
gress proves that. In turn, I feel that
the majority of farmers think parity
prices are high enough. Most farm prices
are close to parity now and I haven't
heard many complaints lately, about
prices, from farmers.

"Farm prices, however, have gone up
In the past year and, as a result, some
people think they are high. They aren't
high but some of us simply had become
accustomed to low prices for farm prod
ucts.

"As a matter of fact, the prices of
some farm products have been going
down a little lately. I've already men

In fact. It is the only

effective way.

"Without fair prices, farmers simply
can't produce enough for our needs. A
farmer can't stay in business indefinitely
and lose money any more than a manu
wouldn't

expect

Mr. Wickard pointed out that the Office
of Production Management has been put
ting on a drive to increase the flow of
scrap metal from the cities.

a

plane manufacturer, for example, to

OPM has

now requested the aid of the Depart""" '
of Agriculture in increasing the flow of
scrap from the farms.

Threatened by shortages
"The national defense program is seri

ously threatened by actual and impend
ing shortages of iron and steel scrap,"
Mr. Wickard said. "In addition, civilian

shortages of steel including metal for
farm implements and parts needed by
farmers will be more severe if steel mills

cannot be kept running at capacity.
Farms have long been one of the most
important sources of scrap metal. There-

lore, it is a patriotic duty to see that
the scrap be made available for use. As
much as possible should be moved from
farms now to avoid possible transporta
tion difficulties later.

The financial re

turn to farmers for their old metal can

not be expected to be large, but the re
sults will be important to farmers and
to the whole defense effort."

Department agencies represented on

the State and county defense boards are
expected to give farmers all possible as

am afraid that farmers have been blamed

various parts of the country.

ducers to turn out the food we need for
our defense effort.

We

Agriculture Defense Boards in each State

for most of the increase.

the price of farm products is only one

can.

metal for use in defense production.
Secretary of Agriculture Claude R.
Wickard requested U. 8. Department of

sistance and information, including esti
mates of prevailing prices for scrap in

sumers have climbed a good bit and I

factor in the cost of food.

"The simplest and most effective way
to assure abundant production is fair

throughout the

country will be asked to sell their scrap

boards in the effort.

By "fair" he means parity

ers, meat producers, and the poultry pro

facturer

The Department of Agriculture has an

nounced that farmers

"Consumers should keep in mind that

make it more difficult for the dairy farm

prices to farmers.

to take scrap drive to farms

make bombers and fighters at a loss. If
he failed to break even, we'd know that
he would have to quit. We want planes
in this time of crisis, and so we see to
it that the manufacturers ai-e well paid
for making them. We want food, lots

tioned pork. Hogs are off something
like a cent and a half a pound from their
September high. But prices to con

farmers later on.

Local defense boards

In many in

stances, other costs have gone up so that
retail food prices have risen more than

*

★

★

BUILDERS RESPOND TO
HOUSING PROGRAM

the farmer's price.

"Pood prices today are not unreason
ably high by comparison with other
periods. They are only a little over 80

Builders have applied for critical ma
terials for enough homes to cover nearly

half the 200,000-unit, priority-aided pri
vate defense housing construction pro

percent as high as in 1929. I don't think
the average consumer will object very
much to paying enough more for food to
enable the farmer to get a reasonable

ing of home-flnancing representatives at
the offices of the Federal Home Loan Bank

return for his labor."

Board.

gram. it was reported last week in a meet

if
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HEALTH AND WELFARE . . .
New service to coordinate U. S. medical
resources on basis of over-all needs
Federal Security Administrator Paul

established to keep the various profes

V. McNutt, as Director of Defense Health

sions concerned informed as to the needs

and Welfare Services,

for additional personnel in each field to

announced

No

vember 1 the establishment of a Pro
curement and Assignment Service for

meet the requirements of the United
States Army and Navy.

plans for this service, the administrator

An office for this agency will be es
tablished in Washington as a part of
the Office of Defense Health and Welfare
Services, and regional offices will be es
tablished in Chicago in the headquarters
of the American Medical Association,
and of the American Dental Association,

emphasized, are designed to meet both

where complete rosters of the members

the purpose of coordinating the various
demands on the Nation's medical, dental,

and veterinary personnel, and assuring
the most efficient utilization of such per

sonnel In the defense program.

The

military and civilian needs.

Headed by Dr. Frank Lakey
Mr. McNutt said the Procurement and

Assignment Service would const

five

members. Dr. Frank Lahey, of Boston,
Mass., president of the American Medi
cal Association, will serve as chairman.

Dr. Harold S. Diehl, dean of Medical
Sciences, University of Minnesota; Dr.
Harvey B. Stone. Baltimore, Md.; Dr.

He added that the demands for phy
sicians, dentists, and veterinarians, im
posed by the needs of the Army and Navy
particularly, and to only a slightly lesser
degree, by the major defense industries,
have resulted in recruitment policies
which are seriously draining many com
munities of their medical personnel. In
the event of full mobilization, he said
the problem will inevitably become criti

cal, unless an orderly plan of this nature
is put Into operation.

Mr. McNutt emphasized that the plan
for recruitment of physicians, dentists,
and veterinarians would, for the time be
ing, be developed on a voluntary basis
in the belief that if the work is suffi

ciently well coordinated, the professional

of these professions and their complete
qualifications are already available.
The major principle of this plan, which
recognizes the need for a systematic ap

event voluntary recruitment fails, I pro

needs of the Nation can be met ade

quately through a voluntary program.

However, Mr. McNutt added, "In the

proach to the mobilization of the medical

pose, with the approval of the President,

resources of the country, Mr. McNutt
stated, has the full sanction of the Amer
ican Medical Association, as well as that

to request the Procurement and Assign
ment SeiTice to suggest necessary legisla

of the Health and Medical (Committee

exigencies of the national emergency may
appear to require it."

of his office.

tion for involuntary recruitment if the

Quickened awareness of long-standing

James E. PauUln, Atlanta, Ga.; and Dr.

C. Willard Camalier, former president,

health and social needs evident—McNutt

American Dental Association, Washing-

ton, D. C., have been requested to serve
with Dr. Lahey.
The functions of this service would be:

(1) To receive Irom various governmental
and

other

agencies requests

for

medical,

dental, and veterinary personnel.
(2) To secure and maintain lists of profeastcna] personnel available, showing de
tailed qualifications of such personnel.
(3) To utilize all suitable means to stimu

late voluntary enrollment, having due regard
for the over-all public bealtb needs of the
Nation, Including those of Government
agencies and civilian Institutions.

The Service held its first meeting No
vember 7 in Washington.

Present were

members of the committee, including
Drs. Stone, Diehl. PaulJin, and Camalier.
Also attending were Dr. Morris Pishbein,
editor of the Journal of the American

Medical Association, as consultant, and
liaison officers representing all Federal
agencies which use medical, dental, and
veterinarian personnel.
Subcommittees

were

established

to

Speaking on Health and Welfare Day
of Civilian Defense Week, Federal Secu
rity Administrator Paul V. McNutt, who

for defense, I want to stress the long

also is Director of Defense Health and

family and community life. There are
tremendous potential assets as well as

Welfare Services, OEM, defined and sum
marized the national program for
strengthening health

and welfare de

fenses.

In an address scheduled for delivery
before the Child Study Association on

November 14, Mr. McNutt said:
"Today has been designated Health
and Welfare Day, as a part of Civilian
Defense Week. It is significant that a
special day should be thus set aside, but
it is equally significant that the human

time and continuing urgency of main
taining and strengthening the fabric of

liabilities in our present situation.
"One change which may already be set
down on the credit side of the ledger is
the quickened awareness of long-stand
ing needs.
eye-opener.

Emergency Is an imperative
It will not tolerate a

do-

nothing policy.
"For years we have worried along with

out

adequate

safeguards

for

health.

With Federal help, more hospital beds

and other facilities are being provided

needs behind these services will continue

in the defense areas that have been hard

for 365 days out of this year, next year,
and eveiy year to come.

est hit.

"The Office of Defense Health and Wel

fare Services was set up to provide for
these needs. Naturally our first con
cern was to come to the support of hard-

Plans are being worked out to

spread available medical supplies and
care for the people at home as well as
the men in camp. The Federal govern
ment is providing funds so that hospitals
and schools can enlist and train 50,000

consider problems and interests of hos

pressed defense areas, to apply the 'good

pitals, industrial health, dentistry, medi
cal education, Negro physicians, veter
inarians, public health and women phy

neighbor' policy among ourselves.
"Without attempting in any way to

minimize the desperate urgency of all-

young women for professional nursing.
And a corps of trained volunteer nurses
aides is being built up to conserve skilled
nursing care for the tasks in which it is

sicians. A committee on information was

out military protection and production

most needed."
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CIVILIAN DEFENSE . . .
Brig. Gen. Lorenzo D. Gasser, War De

3 million women needed as volunteers

partment representative on the Board of

in civilian defense program—LaGuardia

Civilian E>efense, spoke on "Women in

Civilian

Protection

of

the

OfBce

of

the Protection Program."
Not less than 3 million women will be
needed for the various volunteer services

in the program of civilian defense, Mayor
P. H. LaGuardia, U. S. Director of Civil
ian Defense, told a conference of repre

Eliot, Assistant Chief, U. S. Children's

Miss Wilmer Shields spoke on "Your

Bureau, "In Child Health and Welfare."
Miss Davison presided at the afternoon
session, at which the topic for discussion

was led by Miss Grace Coyle, and aa
interpretative summary was given by Dr.

was "Women in Defense."

Alice Keiiher.

Local Volunteer Office."

The discussion

sentatives of 74 national women's organ
izations in the Government auditorium.
The conference was called by Miss

Eloise Davison, assistant director in
charge of group activities. Mrs. Frank
lin D. Roosevelt, assistant director, pre
sided. She told the conferees that it is
the objective of the program to leave ev

ery community stronger before the emer
gency is over.

Distingaished visitors present
Attending the conference were women
representing each of the nine regional
areas of the Office of Civilian Defense,

representatives of each of the State de
fense councils and the District of Colum

bia, and officials of the various govern
mental agencies cooperating in the
program of Civilian Defense. Mayo:
LaGuardia extended greetings.
Added significance, from the stand

point of hemisphere defense, was at
tached to the conference by the presence
of distinguished women representatives
of the following Latin-American coun

tries: Argentina, Bolivia, Costa Rica.
Colombia, Chile. Dominican Republic
Ecuador, El Salvador. Honduras, Mexico
and Panama.

Archibald MacLeish. Librarian of Con

gress and Director of the Office of Pacts
and Figures presented the opening ad
dress on the subject "Total Defense—

What Organized Groups Can Do to Help
Make Democracy Work."

Opportunities for volunteers
Opportunities for volunteers In varlou
aspects of the civilian defense program
were discussed by: Paul V. McNutt, Ad
ministrator of Federal Security Agency,
"In Community Action Programs": Dr.

Thomas Parran, Surgeon General, U, S.
Public Health Service, "In National
Health Programs": Claude R. Wickard.

Secretary of Agriculture, "In Feeding the
U. S. A. and Great Britain"; Miss Har

riet Elliott, Associate Administrator, Of
fice of Price Administration, "In Con
sumer Programs", and Dr. Martha M.

OEM DEFENSE PHOTO

AMERICA CALLING . . . The poster reproduced above was issued by the Division
of Information, OEM. to State and local defense councils, mayors, governors, and
others. Two-column mats for newspapers and other interested publications are avail
able on request to the Distribution Section, Division of Information, Office for
Emergency Management, Washington. D. C.
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Ratio of defense spending
to income payments quadruples
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expenditures in the national economy is
shown in a comparison of such out
lays with the total of all cash payments
of income in the United States.
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During the third quarter last year in
come payments were estimated at $18,695,000,000, While defense disbursements
amounted to $682,000,000, or 4 percent of
Income payments. In the third Quarter
of 1941 the proportion had risen to 16
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Oppenheim is appointed
OPA textile price executive
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Appointment of Burton E. Oppenheim
as price executive of the textiles, leather

goods, and apparel section of the Office
MiUivra of
iSiO

tSollan

Third
Fonrtli

i8,ees

Mlart
682

20,708

1, 227

20,04S
21, «7
22,832

2,313
2,835

of Price Administiation was announced
4
6

November 7 by J. K. Galbraith, assistant
administrator.

lS.^
First
Second

Third

12
13
118

>3, sea

Mr. Oppenheim, who has been acting
as executive assistant to Lesslng J.
Rosenwald, chief of the Bureau of In
dustrial Conservation of OPM, replaces

' Prellntaary cstimate.

Paul M. OXeary, who has been made
assistant director, OPA price division.
★

★
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MATS OF CHARTS
Mats of the pictorial statistics ap
pearing weekly on the cover of Defense
are available in newspaper-column size,

on request to Distribution Section, Divi
sion of Information, Office for Emer
gency Management, Washington, D. C.
Chart above also is available.
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